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Abstract

This thesis presents electroencephalography (EEG) brain imaging by covering topics as empirical evaluation of source confusion, probabilistic inverse methods, and source analysis performed on infant EEG data. In terms of source confusion we inspect how current sources within the brain may be confused with each other as noise is present in the EEG recordings. Moreover, we examine how errors in the forward model affect the source confusion.

The primary aim of this thesis is to provide sharper EEG brain images by improving current inverse methods. In this relation we focus the attention on two topics in EEG source reconstruction, namely, the forward propagation model (describing the mapping from the current sources within the brain to the sensors at the scalp) and the temporal patterns present in the EEG.

As forward models may suffer from a number of errors including the geometrical representation of the human head, the tissue conductivity distribution, and electrode positions, we propose an algorithm which consider forward model uncertainties. Bayesian graphical models provide a powerful means of incorporating prior assumptions that narrow the solution space and lead to tractable posterior distributions over the unknown sources given the observed data. Here, we propose a hierarchical Bayesian model that attempts to minimize the influence of uncertainties associated with the forward model on the source estimates.

Similarly, we develop a hierarchical spatio-temporal Bayesian model that accommodates the principled computation of sparse spatial and smooth temporal EEG source reconstructions consistent with neurophysiological assumptions in a variety of event-related imaging paradigms.
Denne afhandling præsenterer hjernebilleddannelse ved brug af elektroencephalografi (EEG), hvor emner såsom empirisk evaluering af kildeforvirring, probabilistiske inverse metoder, og kildeanalyse hos spædbørn behandles. I forbindelse med kildeforvirring undersøges det hvordan kilder i hjernen risikerer at blive forvekslet med andre kilder i hjernen som følge af støj i EEG. Endvidere undersøges hvilken indflydelse fejl i hovedmodellen har på omfanget af kildeforvirring.

Afhandlingens primære formål er at levere skarpere EEG hjernebilleder i form af udvikling af forbedrede inverse metoder. I den sammenhæng fokuseres der på to hovedelementer for EEG kilderekonstruktion: Hovedmodellen (forbindelsesledet mellem kilderne i hjernen og sensorerne placeret på hovedbunden) samt de temporale mønstre i EEG signalet.

Da der er risiko for at hovedmodellerne kan være behæftet med forskellige typer af fejl, herunder den geometriske repræsentation af hovedet, fordelingen af ledningsevne samt elektrode koordinaterne, foreslås der en algoritme, som tager højde for usikkerheder i hovedmodellen. Bayesianske grafiske modeller er et effektfuldt redskab til at inkludere a-priori antagelser, således at udfaldsrummet af mulige løsninger begrænses og der herved kan opnås håndterbare posterior fordelinger af de ukendte kilder givet et observeret datasæt. Vi introducerer her en hierarkisk Bayesiansk model, der forsøger at minimere indflydelsen af usikkerheder relateret til hovedmodellen på kildeestimaterne.

Ligeledes præsenteres en hierarkisk spatio-temporal Bayesiansk model, der tillader EEG kilderekonstruktion bestående af få spatiale kilder med tilhørende glatte
tidsfunktioner. Dette er i overensstemmelse med neurofysiologiske antagelser i en del event-relaterede paradigmer.
This thesis has been prepared in the section for Cognitive Systems at the Department of Informatics and Mathematical Modelling, Technical University of Denmark (DTU) in partial fulfillment of the requirements for acquiring the PhD degree in engineering.

The thesis consists of a summary report, a research abstract, and a collection of four research papers written during the period 2008-2011, and elsewhere published.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aFDM</td>
<td>anisotropic Finite Difference Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARD</td>
<td>Automatic Relevance Determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEM</td>
<td>Boundary Element Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>Bayesian Information Criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Cheeseman-Stutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computer Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTI</td>
<td>Diffusion Tensor Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECD</td>
<td>Equivalent Current Dipoles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Electroencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Expectation Propagation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>Event Related Potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESP</td>
<td>Event Sparse Penalty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDM</td>
<td>Finite Difference Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEM</td>
<td>Finite Element Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>False Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Independent Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iFDM</td>
<td>isotropic Finite Difference Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>Kullback-Leibler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>Maximum A-Posterior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMC</td>
<td>Markov Chain Monte Carlo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>Magnetoencephalography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Minimum Norm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIRS</td>
<td>Near InfraRed Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principle Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron Emission Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>Positive Prediction Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReML</td>
<td>Restricted Maximum Likelihood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sls</td>
<td>Sparse least squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFOMORE</td>
<td>Source and FOward MOdel REconstruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT</td>
<td>Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE</td>
<td>Space-Time Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Total Least Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>True Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>Variational Bayes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notation

General terms

\( x \)  
Scalar

\( \mathbf{x} \)  
Column vector

\( x_i \)  
The \( i \)th element of \( \mathbf{x} \)

\( \mathbf{x}_{\setminus i} \)  
Excluding the \( i \)th element in \( \mathbf{x} \)

\( \mathbf{x}_{i} \)  
The \( i \)th ”vector element” of \( \mathbf{x} \)

\( \mathbf{x}_{1:N} \)  
The vector containing \( [\mathbf{x}_1^T, \ldots, \mathbf{x}_N^T]^T \)

\( \mathbf{X} \)  
Matrix

\( (\mathbf{X})_{i,j} \)  
The \( (i,j) \)th element of matrix \( \mathbf{X} \)

\( X_{i,j} \)  
The \( (i,j) \)th element of matrix \( \mathbf{X} \)

\( \mathbf{I}_M \)  
Identity matrix of size \( M \times M \)

\( \langle \cdot \rangle \)  
Statistical expectation operator

\( |\cdot| \)  
Absolute value

\( p(\cdot) \)  
Probability distribution

\( \mathcal{N}(\mu, \Sigma) \)  
Gaussian distribution with mean \( \mu \) and covariance \( \Sigma \)

\( \mathcal{G}(\nu, \zeta) \)  
Gamma distribution with shape \( \nu \) and rate \( \zeta \) parameters

\( \psi(\cdot) \)  
The digamma function

Set operators

\( \mathbb{R} \)  
The set of real numbers

\( \in \)  
Belongs to

Vector operators

\( \text{diag}(\mathbf{x}) \)  
Diagonal matrix with \( \mathbf{x} \) in the diagonal
Matrix operators

- \((\cdot)^{-1}\)  
  Inverse matrix

- \((\cdot)^T\)  
  Transposed matrix

- \(X^+\)  
  Pseudo inverse matrix of the matrix \(X\)

- \(X^n\)  
  The \(n\)th power of a square matrix \(X\)

- \(\text{diag}(\cdot)\)  
  Vector given by diagonal of the matrix

- \(\text{det}(\cdot)\)  
  Determinant of matrix

- \(\text{tr}(\cdot)\)  
  Trace operation

- \(\sigma_i(X)\)  
  The \(i\)th singular value of \(X\)

Variable names

- \(N_c\)  
  Number of channels/sensors

- \(N_d\)  
  Number of dipoles/sources

- \(N_t\)  
  Number of time points/samples

- \(N_k\)  
  Number of basis functions

- \(M\)  
  Measurements of size \(N_c \times N_t\)

- \(A\)  
  Forward model of size \(N_c \times N_d\)

- \(S\)  
  Sources of size \(N_d \times N_t\)

- \(W\)  
  Spatio-temporal maps of size \(N_k \times N_d\)

- \(\Phi\)  
  Temporal basis functions of size \(N_k \times N_t\)

- \(\theta\)  
  The set of variables in a model
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Throughout centuries humans have been dedicated to expand their existing knowledge by addressing new and unsolved topics that surround us in our everyday life. Among one of these unsolved topics we find the complex structured human brain and its many functionalities, which is far from being fully understood. Here, neuroscience has played a key role in an attempt to crack the human brain code by exploring the anatomical structure and how structural pathways link different brain regions together. Either by structural neuroimaging modalities or by examining the functionality behavior of different brain regions through functional imaging. Among others, the Computer Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) can be mentioned in the category structural imaging modalities. Of functional imaging modalities we have e.g. Positron Emission Tomography (PET), functional MRI (fMRI), Near InfraRed Spectroscopy (NIRS), and magneto-/electro-encephalography (M/EEG).

In terms of high spatial resolution in functional imaging modalities especially fMRI has made profound contributions to neuroscience despite of its poor temporal resolution (2s for whole brain imaging). In contrast, EEG provides very good temporal resolution (below 10ms), but in the current state of art it lacks spatial specificity. However, advanced statistical modeling methods are changing this picture and a better understanding of the spatial distribution of EEG sources and thus brain information processing has allowed the community to
produce sharper brain images of cortical activation in realistic experimental conditions.

This brings us directly to the focus of this PhD thesis, which is to pursue the goal of contributing to a better understanding of the EEG source distribution by examining the spatial distribution of the EEG sources and moreover to develop EEG brain imaging methods for producing sharper brain images. The challenges to sharp EEG brain imaging derive from the fact that the electrostatic inverse problem (mapping from surface electrodes to cortical sources) is extremely ill-posed, and that the forward propagation (from cortical sources to surface electrodes) is only partially observable.

1.1 Thesis Outline and Contributions

Chapter 2, Preliminaries, gives an introduction to neural activity and electroencephalography (EEG). The forward problem is treated and in this relation a description of the different types of head models that are used for EEG source localization is given. Additionally, the relationship between the forward and inverse problem is provided followed by a short subsection concerning Bayesian inference for source estimation.

Chapter 3, Source Confusion, presents an analysis of the forward model uncertainty. In this chapter it will appear how likely source activity arising from different locations in the brain may be confused with other locations in the brain.

Chapter 4, Source Localization in Forward Model Uncertainty, presents a method for performing combined SOurce and FOward MOdel REconstruction (SOFOMORE). The novelty of the proposed method is in its ability to perform forward model correction simultaneously with source estimation. The reasoning behind this approach is to minimize the influence of potential errors in the forward model on the source estimates.

Chapter 5, Spatio-Temporal Approach for Source Localization, deals with the important spatio-temporal properties which exist in EEG. More specifically, a sparse spatio-temporal approach to solve the source reconstruction problem is presented in this chapter. The novelty of this method is in the sparsity in space and in the number of basis functions used to describe the temporal patterns that might exist in the given EEG of interest. Additionally, this method is based on the concept of calculating posterior distributions over the sources in stead of only point estimates. The advantage of posterior distributions compared to point estimates is that these also take the discrepancy of the data from its mean value into consideration.
Chapter 6, Source Analysis in Infants, introduces a new promising subfield in the neuroimaging society namely functional activity in infants. In this chapter the focus will be on how infants process and decode visual information such as faces. The analysis applies the standard source reconstruction approaches minimum norm and low resolution electromagnetic tomography [Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994, Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994]. In order to minimize potential errors in the forward model the log evidence of a model is proposed for performing model selection between a number of different forward models.

Chapter 7, Conclusion, summarizes the thesis and proposes a selection of interesting future research directions.

Contributions

Besides the published work highlighted below, this thesis contributes with an extended analysis (in Chapter 3) of the work originally presented in Abstract E concerning how corrupted forward models may deteriorate the source estimates. Additionally, the source analysis in infants given in Chapter 6 is currently in preparation. The main contribution for source analysis in infants is an attempt to perform model selection between a set of forward models. Description of the published work is ordered according to the structuring of the chapters in this thesis.

Abstract E. Evaluation of the Influence of uncertain Forward Models on the EEG Source Reconstruction Problem, examines how noise affects reconstruction of sources located at different positions in the brain given different assumptions about the head model.

Paper A, SOFOMORE: Combined EEG Source and Forward Model Reconstruction, contains a first attempt for estimating the current sources within the brain while jointly optimizing the forward model.

Paper B, Hierarchical Bayesian Model for simultaneous EEG Source and Forward Model Reconstruction (SOFOMORE), proves that the simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction is competitive to a Bayesian formulation of the minimum norm approach. Additionally, it is demonstrated that SOFOMORE is competitive to a similar hierarchical model as the SOFOMORE but just without forward model correction.

Paper C, Simultaneous EEG Source and Forward Model Reconstruction (SOFOMORE) using a Hierarchical Bayesian Approach, is an
extended comparison of the inverse methods in Paper B. We explore the performance of the methods source estimates at different noise levels. Additionally, we examine what changes are made to the forward model. Finally, it includes detailed derivations of the SOFOMORE model.

**Paper D, Sparse Spatio-temporal Inference of Electromagnetic Brain Sources**, proposes a probabilistic method for describing electromagnetic current sources as sparse in space and smooth in time. This is performed by the use of ARD priors on the sources in space as well as on temporal basis functions. The model reveals promising properties of being capable of balancing the source estimates on the temporal smoothness given by the temporal basis functions when these are consistent with the temporal patterns observed in the EEG signal. When the underlying temporal patterns do not have a support in the temporal basis functions the model shift its attention to a second term assuming independence across time such that it can capture source activation outside the span of the temporal basis set.
In this section fundamental theory related to Electroencephalography (EEG) will be introduced in order to understand how the EEG signal is generated and what realistic modeling assumptions can be made for the EEG inverse problem. The relation between the EEG forward and inverse problem is given in subsection 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

EEG is actually a quite old measurement technique which was invented by the German physician Hans Berger in 1924 where he measured traces of electrical brain activity in humans. In principle, the foundation of the EEG technique was already completed in the late 18th century by Galvany, [Baillet et al., 2001]. He found electric activity in animals and named it "animal electricity". Today it is better known as electrophysiology.

2.1 The Human Brain

The human brain is a highly complex network consisting of $10^{10} - 10^{11}$ neurons and many more glial cells constituting the main ‘building blocks’ of the brain. According to [Phillips, 2001], "the glial cells ensure the physical structure of the brain, the proper concentration of ions and the transport of the nutrients"
between blood vessels and brain tissue”. The neurons on the other hand act as the information processing units of the brain. The structure of a neuron is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. A neuron can be divided into a cell body (also known as the soma), dendrites, and axons.

Figure 2.1: A neuron and its compartments - figure from [Phillips, 2001].

When a neuron is excited by others the apical dendrite membrane becomes transiently depolarized with respect to the soma and basal dendrites, as excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSP) are generated at the apical dendrites, [Baillet et al., 2001].

As a consequence of the depolarization and the potential difference between the apical dendrites versus soma and basal dendrites current flows from the apical dendrite to the soma and basal dendrites. Some parts of the current are intracellular and other parts are extracellular current loops starting with a current flowing from the extracellular surroundings through the neuron and back again to the extracellular surroundings. Intracellular current is normally denoted primary current, whereas the extracellular current is denoted the secondary, return, or volume currents. With the law of conservation of electric charges even the most distant point of the volume conductor leads to contribution to the extracellular current.

A closer look at the organization of the neurons reveals important model reduction information to the inverse problem (see Section 2.2). The different elements of the neurons can be found in different layers of the brain. In a thin outer layer of the cortex named the gray matter, the cell bodies and dendrites appear, while the axons are found in an interior layer called the white matter. From a macroscopic point of view it is believed that it is the neurons and the orientation of their apical dendrites that have an important influence on the ability to record the neural activity by EEG and MEG. In fact, it is believed that it is the
current (both primary and secondary) associated with the pyramidal cells (a special class of neurons) that give rise to the measured EEG or MEG signal, as their apical dendrites are organized parallel to each other and passing through different layers in the gray matter. Given the parallel structure of the apical dendrites and current passing through them the orientation of the current will be perpendicular to the cortical sheet. This is an important observation when dealing with the EEG inverse problem and modeling assumptions. However, the signal from a single neuron is far too weak to be detected by scalp recordings in EEG and it is thus believed that the main contribution instead is based on tens of thousands of neurons being active synchronously. Thus, for modeling purposes we may represent signal arising from a bundle of neurons by one common dipolar source instead of modeling the signal contribution from each single neuron. Combining tens of thousands of neurons in a bundle reduces the inverse problem significantly compared to solving an inverse problem with neurons as the spatial resolution.

### 2.2 The Forward Problem

As we are interested in the reconstruction of the source generators (within the brain) of the electrical fields measured in EEG by an array of sensors placed on the scalp, a relationship between the sensors and the sources needs to be established. Reconstruction of the EEG source generators is known as a severe ill-posed inverse problem with a mapping from source space to sensor space that is many to one. Despite the ill-posed nature of EEG source reconstruction it represents a key problem of high interest for the functional imaging community due to the EEG signal’s high temporal resolution and relatively direct coupling to the neural signal, compared to, e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET).

Determining the relationship between sensors and sources, is known as solving the forward problem with a mapping from sources to the sensors. To solve the forward problem we first need to draw the attention towards the basis of EEG. According to [Plonsey and Heppner, 1967], no charge can be stored in the conducting extracellular volume for the signals of interest in the EEG, since the measured neural activity changes are slow compared to the propagation effects, [Hallez et al., 2007]. Thus, the system does not introduce any time delays meaning that all fields at one point in time are generated by the active electric sources. Such a condition is denoted as being quasi-static as all fields and currents appear as being stationary at each time point yet with the possibility of changing over time. Under the quasi-static approximation to Maxwell’s equations the electric fields and magnetic fields are decoupled in the sense that
Figure 2.2: **Work flow for source localization.** Data acquisition includes EEG but can also include e.g. sensor positions, individual MRI scans, or other imaging modalities. In order to minimize the influence of noise in the EEG measurements preprocessing of the data should to be performed. A number of preprocessing steps can be done as illustrated in the Preprocessing box. Given the preprocessed EEG data and a forward model constructed by segmenting a MRI image (individual/template), co-registerate sensor space to MRI space, and solving the forward problem, the source localization can be performed. The relation between the forward and inverse problem is shown in the bottom of the figure.

the electric fields can be calculated or measured as if the magnetic fields do not exist and vice versa [Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006]. Thus, the relation between the measured EEG signal and the brain’s current sources can be expressed as a linear instantaneous form in the sources. In particular, if the measured EEG signal is denoted $\mathbf{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_t}$ and the current sources $\mathbf{S} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_d \times N_t}$, with $N_c$, $N_d$, and $N_t$ being the number of channels, dipoles, and time samples, respectively, the forward relation can be written, [Baillet et al., 2001],

$$\mathbf{M} = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{E}. \quad (2.1)$$
Here the noise $\mathcal{E}$ is assumed additive. The interrelationship between the sensors and the current sources is given by the lead field matrix/forward model $\mathbf{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_d}$ with the rows referred to as the lead fields for the sensors and the columns as the forward fields for the sources. With the prior knowledge of the orientation of the pyramidal cells from the previous section in mind, we can now restrict the orientation of the dipoles to be perpendicular to the cortex. Throughout the rest of this thesis we will apply this belief. However, if a more flexible orientation is desired e.g. if we want to reconstruct sources in volume instead of on a surface, a flexible orientation can easily be incorporated by inclusion of three columns in $\mathbf{A}$ per dipole corresponding to the three directional components. In fact, representing a dipole with three directional components can also be regarded as correcting the associated forward fields to some extent as modifying the orientation would be similar to changing the surface of the cortex such that its normal corresponds to the orientation of the dipole.

For estimating the forward fields of the dipoles a number of requirements are needed. This includes a model of the head geometry, sensor positions, as well as tissue conductivity values for the tissues involved in the head model. Obviously, with errors affecting the fundamental elements when computing the forward fields, this will propagate directly to the source estimates and affect these as well.

A schematic overview of the steps involved when performing 3D source reconstruction is found in Fig. 2.2. Moreover, the relation between the forward and inverse problem is shown.

### 2.2.1 Head Models

In order to describe the forward fields associated with current sources within the brain a volume conductor model of the head describing the varying conductivity layers in the head is needed. Modeling the conductivity layers is a necessity as the layers (tissues) attenuate the EEG signals differently due to their varying conductivity values. Different levels of complexity of the head model exist with the head models normally divided into spherical head models (unrealistic geometry) and realistic head models. Readers interested in a more detailed review of the approaches for solving the forward problem in EEG source analysis can e.g. consult [Mosher et al., 1999, Hallez et al., 2007].

**Spherical Head Models**

The most simple and first volume conductor model applied is a single homogeneous sphere, neglecting that the skull conductivity is significantly lower than the conductivity of the brain tissue and the scalp. A natural refinement of the
Figure 2.3: Illustration of **head models with increasing complexity**: 3-spheres head model, Boundary Element Method (BEM), and Finite Element Method. The 3-spheres and BEM were generated in the SPM8 academic software using routines from the Fieldtrip toolbox. The FEM is from [Wolters et al., 2006].

single sphere model is the 3-spheres head model consisting of three nested shells used to represent the brain, skull, and scalp. Figure 2.3(a) shows an example of a 3-spheres head model, where these layers are represented.

**Realistic Head Models**

The 3-spheres head model is a very simplified model of a human head. In reality heads are anisotropic, inhomogeneous, and not spherical. Especially, the skull and white matter tissue is considered highly anisotropic. According to [Hallez et al., 2007] the tangential conductivity is 10 times the conductivity perpendicular to the surface. Similarly, white matter tissues is regarded as anisotropic as it mainly consists of groups of axons (nerve bundles) and the conductivity along a nerve bundle is 9 times higher than perpendicular to it, [Hallez et al., 2007]. Thus, more realistic head models are needed, to obtain a more accurate solution to the forward problem. These head models use high resolution volumetric brain images, e.g. MRI, to extract anatomical information. Of realistic head models the Boundary Element Method (BEM), Finite Element Method, Finite Difference Method (FDM) can be mentioned.

*Boundary Element Method:* In a BEM model a piecewise homogeneous volume conductor is assumed and the surface potentials triggered by current sources are calculated numerically. Even though this model applies isotropic conductivities for the different tissues involved, it is still a widely used technique due to its relatively low computational cost and the realistic head geometry. As the name implies, a BEM model consists of surfaces enclosing a particular tissue. In practice each surface is tesselated with small boundary elements - triangles. Of most widely used BEM models is head models constructed by three surfaces: brain-skull, skull-scalp, and scalp-air interface, [Hallez et al., 2007, Fuchs et al.,]
An example of a BEM head model is found in Fig. 2.3(b).

**Finite Element Method:** An alternative approach for constructing a realistic head model is the finite element method (FEM), [Wolters et al., 2002, Wolters et al., 2006, Wolters et al., 2007]. This approach digitizes the entire 3D volume conductor into small elements typically tetrahedrons, which is in contrast to the BEM, where it is the surfaces that are tessellated with small elements. The most appealing factor of the FEM is the possibility of modeling tissues as anisotropic. A drawback of the FEM is, that it is normally regarded as being quite time consuming, due to the greatly increased computation complexity involved by tessellating a volume in stead of a surface as in the BEM. However, significant improvements of the computational speed have been demonstrated by [Wolters et al., 2004, Steinsträter et al., 2010] using the open source SimBio software environment (https://www.mrt.uni-jena.de/simbio).

**Finite Difference Method:** An alternative realistic head model can be obtained by the finite difference method, which utilizes a cubic grid, [Saleheen and Ng, 1997, Hallez et al., 2005]. In fact, the FDM can be divided into two subgroups: the isotropic FDM (iFDM) and the anisotropic FDM (aFDM). As their names indicate they incorporate different assumption of a particular tissue being either isotropic or anisotropic, in the iFDM and aFDM, respectively.

In summary, the difference between BEM, FEM, and the FDM is the domain in which they are calculated. The BEM solves the forward problem by boundaries between homogeneous isotropic compartments, whereas the FEM and FDM solves the forward problem with an entire volume. Consequently, the FEM and FDM easily lead to larger number of computational points than the BEM. Typically, values for a BEM is in the order of 5,000 to 25,000 computational points whereas the computational points involved in FEM/FDM solutions are in the range 500,000 to 1,000,000. In the FDM the computational points are restricted to be cubic form, which can both be regarded as an advantage and disadvantage. It is an advantage in the sense that it is very easy to generate a structured FDM grid from segmented medical images as they are likewise based on cubic voxels. However, a drawback with the cubic structure compared to the grid used by FEM models is that it is not as flexible as the FEM in which the computational points (vertices of the tetrahedrons) can be choosen freely, [Hallez et al., 2007]. A direct result of this is a better representation of irregular interfaces between the different compartments using a FEM head model.

As the work presented in this thesis is mainly carried out using two academic software tools the SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and FieldTrip (http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl) the choices of forward models are limited to
spherical head models and BEM models. Unfortunately, these software packages do not support solutions to the forward problem using the FEM or FDM at the moment.

Given a solution to the forward problem, \( A \), the inverse problem can be approached. However, before we address the inverse problem let us examine the forward field matrix and the numerical issues related to it. As highlighted a number of times already EEG source reconstruction is an ill-posed problem. An ill-posed problem is the antagonist to a well-posed problem, which by definition of the french mathematician J. S. Hadamard (1865-1963) is a problem where a solution exists, the solution is unique, and the solution and the data are continuously related. As the number of sensors in EEG recordings typically are around 20-256 and the number of possible source locations are in the range between 5,000 and 1,000,000 (depending on the choice of head model and the spatial resolution of interest) no unique solution exists.

Besides the ill-posed nature of the EEG inverse problem, a serious concern is numerical instability often referred to as being ill-conditioned. Even well-posed problems may be ill-conditioned when solved with finite precision or small errors in the data, and thus, affecting the solution significantly. Evidently, speaking of ill-conditioned in relation to an ill-posed problem, this may be even more serious for the source estimates. In case of the linear problem given in (2.1) we can measure how ill-conditioned the problem is. How ill-conditioned the problem is can be represented by its condition number given by

\[
\kappa = \frac{\max \sigma (A)}{\min \sigma (A)}
\]  

(2.2)

with \( \sigma \) being the singular values of \( A \). The higher the condition number is the more ill-conditioned the problem is. Figure 2.4 depicts the singular values of a forward model \( A \) using the BEM head model shown in Fig. 2.3(b). Indeed, this forward model is also highly ill-conditioned as the condition number is in the order of \( 10^{15} \). Thus, care must be taken in inverse methods to minimize the influence of numerical instability of the linear system. One way to minimize the highly ill-conditioned matrix \( A \) effect on the source estimate is to add a small amount of noise to the matrix, which will result in a better conditioned matrix. This is known as applying jitter noise [Neal, 1997]. In fact jitter can be included in a model as a hyperparameter such that it serves as a regularization parameter which can be optimized, c.f. [Neal, 1997].
2.3 Inverse Problem

While functional brain imaging by EEG holds great promise for the neuroimaging community with its high temporal resolution and its capability of being performed under relative realistic conditions, EEG based brain imaging suffers from a lack of spatial specificity. This lack of spatial specificity is caused by the complex propagation of neural quasi-static electric fields to the array of sensors placed at the scalp surface. Motivated by the desire to perform reliable and precise reconstruction of the neural current density, much effort has been devoted to development of improved inversion methods. General approaches to the EEG inverse problem may be categorized as parametric or imaging methods [Baillet et al., 2001]. In a parametric setting, or sometimes referred to as scanning methods, the EEG is described by a small number of dipoles [Scherg et al., 1999, Mosher et al., 1992]. The source locations are found by inspecting the whole brain in order to find the best set of sources to represent the data. Choosing the number, locations, and orientations of the dipoles is a hard combinatorial problem. In contrast, imaging methods also known as distributed models reconstruct a spatial distribution of the current sources. To obtain reasonable spatial resolution, the number of source locations will necessarily be much larger than the number of sensors \( N_d \gg N_c \). Consequently, the inverse problem, estimating \( \mathbf{S} \) given \( \mathbf{M} \) is severely underdetermined (ill-posed), and all efforts at source reconstruction are heavily dependent on the regularization of the sources, i.e. which prior assumptions are made. This may be viewed as either explicitly or implicitly, as placing some prior distribution on \( \mathbf{S} \). Additionally, existing inverse algorithms face the challenge of the many sources of noise that interfere with the true signals in the M/EEG data. Electrical, thermal, and biological noise as well as background room interference can be present. As

Figure 2.4: **Singular values of the lead field matrix** of a BEM head model. The condition number is in the order of \( 10^{15} \). With the last singular value excluded a condition number of \( 10^3 \) can be obtained.
a consequence of the many noisy contributions and the highly ill-posed nature of the EEG inverse problem this leads to high requirements on robust inverse methods. To accommodate this need many regularization schemes have been advocated, differing by the specific prior information, typically smoothness or sparsity. The prior information can be formulated as statistical priors or mathematical constraints like the (weighted) minimum norm [Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994] and maximum smoothness method [Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994] which assumes the sources to be diffuse and highly distributed due to their use of the $l^2$-norm [Fuchs et al., 1999, Uutela et al., 1999]. In contrast models based on $l^1$-norm, $l^p$-norms [Auranen et al., 2005], $l^{1,2}$-norms [Haufe et al., 2011], minimum variance beamformer [Veen et al., 1997], multiple priors models, variable resolution electromagnetic tomography (VARETA) [Valdés-Sosa et al., 2000] can implement more focal sources. Other priors based on anatomy, physiology, and temporal information [Baillet and Garnero, 1997, Phillips et al., 2002, Sato et al., 2004, Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008] have also been proposed to increase the precision of the source estimates.

One thing that all the inverse methods have in common, is that they face the challenge of determining how much regularization is needed. I.e. when the inverse models incorporate a regularization parameter into their mathematical models this parameter needs to be optimized somehow. In general the choice of regularization parameter will have a significant impact on the source solution as a too big regularization parameter will force the source solutions towards zero whereas no regularization will leave the source solution prone to errors. Often used techniques for selecting appropriate regularization parameters are, heuristic approaches such as cross-validation, the L-curve approach and the discrepancy principle [Hansen, 1992, Hansen, 2010]. As an alternative, a Bayesian formulation can be applied and the regularization parameters can be optimized jointly with the source estimate. We focus the rest of this thesis on inverse models formulated from the principle of Bayes theorem.

2.3.1 Bayesian Inference

Embedding prior knowledge into source localization models is conveniently carried out with a Bayesian framework in terms of prior probabilities of the current sources. In a Bayesian framework, probability models are used to describe the observed processes, by making inferences from data, [Gelman et al., 2003]. If a set of models are considered and we seek the most likely model that describe the data best, we can make use of Bayes’ theorem. Using Bayes’ theorem the posterior distribution over the model $M$ and given the observed data set $D$ the
posterior distribution spells
\[ p(M|D) = \frac{p(D|M)p(M)}{p(D)} \tag{2.3} \]

where \( p(M) \) is the prior probability distribution, whose purpose is to include a description of the uncertainty about the models that may exist. The so-called model evidence \( p(D|M) \) is an interesting term in Eq. (2.3). It can be viewed as a likelihood function over the possible models, in which the parameters have been marginalized out. Thus, it is also known as the marginal likelihood. The model evidence term expresses the preference of the data given a model. The denominator describes the distribution over the dataset and ensures that the left hand side results in unity when integrated over the model \( M \). Model selection is performed by selecting the model that maximizes the posterior distribution in Eq. (2.3). In contrast to model selection, where only the most probable model is used, model averaging can be performed. In model averaging, a weighting of the individual posterior probability distributions for the models is performed. Following a Bayesian perspective we are in principle advised to perform model averaging when we seek the most probable description of the underlying processes in the observed data set \( D \) as this in average should lead to the best performance, [Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004]. However, depending on the specific application model averaging may not be desirable, while averaging over a number of models can make the final model hard to interpret as each model will contribute differently to the final model.

In many cases one model is not preferable over another, and thus we apply a flat prior distribution \( p(M) \). In this situation, maximizing the posterior distribution can be cut down to maximizing the marginal likelihood if we just seek the most probable model. For a given model \( M \) the posterior distribution can be computed over the parameters in that model, by using Bayes' theorem once more

\[ p(\theta|D,M) = \frac{p(D|\theta,M)p(\theta|M)}{p(D|M)} \tag{2.4} \]

where \( \theta \) denotes the unknown parameters. The numerator consists of the likelihood function, at times merely referred to as the likelihood of the parameters, \( p(D|\theta,M) \), and the parameter prior \( p(\theta|M) \) for the model \( M \). Furthermore, the denominator is represented by the marginal likelihood, whose purpose in this equation is to ensure that the left hand side results in unity when integrated over the total parameters space.

\[ p(D|M) = \int p(D|\theta,M)p(\theta|M)d\theta \tag{2.5} \]
Indeed, it is seen from the above description that the marginal likelihood plays a crucial role in Bayesian inference, due to its multiple functionalities, i.e. a model selection term in Eq. (2.3) and a normalization term in Eq. (2.4). By integrating out the parameters, this penalizes models with more degrees of freedom. However, a trade-off between too complex models and too simple ones exists, since the simple ones can a priori only model a small range of data sets compared to complex ones. Too simple models may therefore not be able to capture the essential structure in the data.

Unfortunately, the marginal likelihood is often analytically intractable for most models of interest, and thus approximation is needed. The intractability arises from the fact that the integral over the parameters can be very complicated and high dimensional with couplings between parameters. One possible solution to this problem is the Variational Bayesian (VB) method, which optimizes a lower bound of the marginal likelihood. However, a number of other approximate approaches to this problem exist as well, e.g. Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), the Laplace approximation, Expectation Propagation (EP), the Cheeseman-Stutz (CS) approximation, and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling can be mentioned, [Minka, 2001, Beal, 2003, Bishop, 2006, Opper et al., 2008]. A review of methods for approximating the marginal likelihood can be found in [Beal, 2003], wherein it is demonstrated that VB has superior performance over BIC and CS while simultaneously keeping the computational burden relatively low.

In this thesis a VB approach will be applied. The concept of VB is to approximate the posterior distribution and the model evidence by a change of the marginal likelihood maximization problem into a maximization of the free energy over the distributions that approximates the true posterior distribution. Hereby, a lower bound is obtained on the marginal likelihood that should be maximized or equivalent minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between variational and true posterior distributions, since the marginal likelihood can be decomposed into these two terms. In fact EP is quite related to VB, as EP also minimizes the KL divergence, however, just in a reversed form. EP minimizes the KL divergence of the true posterior distribution and the variational. Despite their similarities they lead to quite different properties, e.g. see [Bishop, 2006] for a further description.

Variational Bayes
Assume for a moment that the parameter set $\theta$ consists of the variables $X$ and $Z$ for describing an observed data set $D = M$, such that the likelihood is expressed as $p(M|\theta)$. Additionally, assume that the marginal posterior distributions for the variables $X$ and $Z$ are analytically intractable. Thus, approximations are needed. Here, we apply a standard VB framework [Attias, 2000, Bishop, 2006, Ghahramani and Beal, 2000], in which a parameterized simpler distribution
q(\theta) approximates the true joint posterior p(\theta|M). In the VB framework the parameters of the q(\theta) distribution are determined with a maximization of a lower bound of the marginal likelihood expressed in terms of the Jensen’s inequality,

\[
\mathcal{L} = \ln \int p(M|\theta)p(\theta)d\theta \\
\geq \int q(\theta) \ln \frac{p(M|\theta)p(\theta)}{q(\theta)} d\theta = \mathcal{F}_M(q(\theta)).
\] (2.6)

\mathcal{F}_M is the lower bound for model M and \theta is the union of the parameter sets \theta = \{X, Z\} such that the joint distribution p(M, \theta) is given by

\[
p(M, \theta) = p(M|X, Z)p(X)p(Z)
\] (2.7)

In order to maximize the lower bound of the log marginal likelihood we assume factorization in the parameters \theta = \{X, Z\} of the variational posterior q(\theta), i.e., the full variational posterior distribution q(\theta) is restricted to

\[
q(\theta) = q(X)q(Z).
\] (2.8)

The factorized variational distribution may be a crude approximation for the given model of interest. It is mainly motivated by computational convenience as such approximation provides tractable marginal posterior distributions. In turn each of the variational marginal posterior distributions are maximized by solving \delta\mathcal{F}_M/\delta q(X) = 0 and \delta\mathcal{F}_M/\delta q(Z) = 0, respectively. The variational posterior distributions for e.g. X can then be obtained through [Attias, 2000],

\[
q(X) \propto e^{\langle \ln p(M, \theta) \rangle_{q(\theta \setminus X)}},
\] (2.9)

where q(X) denotes one of the variational marginal posterior distributions in Eq. (2.8) and the expectation \langle \cdot \rangle is taken w.r.t. q(\theta \setminus X) with \theta \setminus X denoting the set \theta except X. Similar the variational posterior distribution for Z can be obtained.
While the existing literature concerns inversion under the assumption that the forward propagation model is known, we are interested in examining this assumption in more detail in this and the following chapter. We first analyze the role of the forward model in relation to the inverse problem. More specifically we are interested in questions such as, how sources located in different brain areas are confused with other sources? And how is this affected by an uncertain forward model? In a broader perspective this analysis may be used as guidance for paradigms where EEG can be used as a reliable functional imaging tool. Furthermore, the analysis motivates us to include the uncertainty of the head model into a source reconstruction method and, thus, it can be regarded as a motivation for the inverse method SOurce and FOward MOdel REconstruction (SOFOMORE) presented in Chapter 4. The results presented in this chapter are extensions of the contribution given in Abstract E.

3.1 Qualitative Analysis of the Role of Forward Model Uncertainty

Several studies of the influence of the tissue conductivity have already been performed [Gencer and Acar, 2004, Haueisen et al., 1997, Wolters et al., 2006],
with conductivity ratios between brain and skull in the range from 15 [Oostendorp et al., 2000] to 80 [Homma et al., 1995, Rush and Driscoll, 1969]. The analysis performed in this section includes BEM and spherical head models, see Fig. 2.3(a) and 2.3(b).

In order to reveal the influence of the forward model on the reconstruction of the sources, we will evaluate how sources located in different regions of the brain are confused. We analyze a single time point, hence the linear model reads \( m = A^* s^* + \varepsilon \), where \( * \) indicates the ‘true’ forward model and source distribution, respectively. We will assume that the true solution is sparse, i.e. only one source, say the \( i^{th} \), is active with a strength \( s_i^* \). When we infer the source signals we consider the quadratic cost function with a potentially incorrect forward model \( A \neq A^* \),

\[
E(s) = \left\| m - As \right\|^2_2. \tag{3.1}
\]

The sparse least squares (sls) estimate of a single dipole solution located at the site \( j \) is \( s_{sls}^j = a_j^T m / |a_j|^2 \) and zero for all other components. Inserting this into the cost function and averaging over the noise distribution \( \sigma_\varepsilon^2 = \langle \varepsilon^T \varepsilon \rangle / N_c \) we get the expected cost:

\[
\langle E(j|i) \rangle = \left\| m - As_{sls} \right\|^2_2 = |a_i^* s_i^*|^2 \sin^2 v_{j,i} + N_c \sigma_\varepsilon^2
\]

\[
= |a_i^* s_i^*|^2 \left( \sin^2 v_{j,i} + \frac{1}{\text{SNR}} \right) \tag{3.2}
\]

with \( \cos v_{j,i} = \frac{a_j^T a_i^*}{|a_j||a_i^*|} \)

and the signal-to-noise ratio (or inverse effective noise level) is defined as \( \text{SNR} = \frac{|a_i^* s_i^*|^2}{N_c \sigma_\varepsilon^2} \). Thus, even if we use the correct forward model \( A = A^* \), hence \( \sin v_{i,i} = 0 \), the small signals from sulci and from cortical regions at larger distance from the sensors are more likely to be confused because the differences in angular factors \( (\sin v_{j,i})^2 \) can be small compared to the effective noise level. The geometrical nature of the confusion depends on the distribution of \( \sin^2 v_{j,i} \) across the cortical surface. In the following we will inspect this distribution and the patterns of confusion it induces with and without uncertainty of the forward model.

The results in the analysis depend on both the cortical resolution and the electrode configuration. The dimension of \( A \) and \( A^* \) was set to \((128 \times 8196)\). The forward propagation is based on a BEM model with conductivities \( \rho_{\text{brain}} = 0.33\text{S/m}, \rho_{\text{skull}} = 0.0041\text{S/m}, \text{and } \rho_{\text{scalp}} = 0.33\text{S/m} \) corresponding to the ratios 1:1/80:1 as in [Homma et al., 1995].

In Fig. 3.1 we first analyze the confusion in case of a correct forward model. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the confusion of the different dipoles given the sources
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located in Fig. 3.1(a). For the true dipole located in the left frontal lobe (Source 1) it is seen that dipoles close to the true dipole have low costs, hence, are likely to be selected in face of noise. This is a favorable situation in which a true source in this location will be confused mainly with nearby locations. However, if the true source is located in the temporal lobe (Source 2), the confusion is amplified and distributed across large portions of cortex as seen in Fig. 3.1(d). In the following we inspect the influence of using the ratios 1:1/80:1 (the ‘correct’ ratios in the simulations) with the ratios 1:1/15:1. There are many ways to summarize the distribution of confusion. Here we consider a source properly located if the identified source is within a certain range \( d \) of the true. We can quantify the decision process using the positive predictive value (PPV) (or precision [Fawcett, 2006]):

\[
\text{PPV} = \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}},
\]

where we define the true positives (TP) as the locations where \( (\sin v_{j,i})^2 \leq 1/\text{SNR} \) and the distance to the true dipole \( d_{ij} \) is smaller than the threshold \( d \). A false positive (FP) is declared if \( d_{ij} \geq d \) and with \( (\sin v_{j,i})^2 \leq 1/\text{SNR} \). We map the distribution of PPV, and we will indicate by a white color the special cases when no occurrence of neither TP nor FP is found. In Fig. 3.1(b) the noise variance is \( \sigma^2 = 220 \), which corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio SNR = 10 for a typical source (mean of all \( |a_i|^2 \)). Note that depending on the location of the true source we will have different effective SNRs. It is seen that with the given noise level a source located in the temporal lobe (Source 2) is highly confused. In Fig. 3.2 the 'true' conductivities have been used. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) show the PPV distributions, while in Figs. 3.2(c) and 3.2(d) show worst case scenarios in two different views. In conclusion, the confusion of the reconstruction is very dependent on the location of the true source. It is well-known that sources located in sulci are generally more difficult to reconstruct in EEG compared to sources at gyri, since the orientation of the sources from most of the sulcus areas is tangential. As we will see in the following these problems are further amplified when an incorrect forward model is applied.

**Forward fields with conductivity errors**

A set of brain images for the case with brain:skull conductivity ratio 1:1/15 can be found in Fig. 3.3, providing some insight in the role of conductivity uncertainty, c.f., Fig. 3.2. Indeed, a wrong conductivity ratio influences our ability to reconstruct sources correctly. Note the increase in areas where neither TP nor FP (occipital and parietal regions) have been found, which indicates an increase in the angular factors. In contrast to the case of reconstruction with a true brain:skull conductivity ratio (1:1/80) some areas like motor cortex and the lower part of the brain actually seems to be less confused when using the erroneous conductivity ratio 1:1/15! However, the angular factors also increase indicating a poorer representation of the signal. That the angular factors have
Figure 3.1: Comparison of the amount of **expected confusion for two sources** located in different cortical regions. (a) The positions of the two sources that are compared. Source 1 (left frontal part) and Source 2 (left temporal lobe). (b) Scatter plots of the distance $d_{ij}$ between the true source and each of the candidates ($j^{th}$ dipole) versus angular factors $(\sin v_{j,i})^2$. The colors of the dots correspond to their true source Source 1 & 2 in the top left plot. On the left side of Border 1 & 2 we have $(\sin v_{j,i})^2 \leq 1/\text{SNR}_1$ and $(\sin v_{j,i})^2 \leq 1/\text{SNR}_2$, respectively, where SNR$_1$ denotes the SNR when Source 1 is the true source and similar if we have Source 2. Likewise, subscript 1 and 2 for TP and FP are also related to the true sources Source 1 and Source 2. The threshold that separates TP and FP is $d = 20\text{mm}$. (c)+(d) The log error distribution illustrated on the cortex with Source 1 and Source 2 as the true source, respectively.

increased is supported by Fig. 3.4.

**Forward fields with geometric errors**

In Fig. 3.5 a forward model with ‘errors in the geometry’ is analyzed. Geometric
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Figure 3.2: Confusion measured in terms of **PPVs and localization errors** for the different parts of the cortex **given the ‘correct’ conductivity ratios** $\rho_{\text{brain}} : \rho_{\text{skull}} : \rho_{\text{scalp}} = 1 : 1/80 : 1$, $d = 20\text{mm}$, and mean $\text{SNR} = 10$. The occipital and the frontal lobe of the brain have quite high precision at the given noise level. In contrast the lower parts of the brain, like the temporal lobe, have much lower precision at the given noise level. Sources located in sulci are in general more confused than gyral sources.

Errors are induced by applying a 3-spheres head model in stead of a BEM as in Fig. 3.2. The consequence of such geometric errors in $A$ is a general decrease in the PPV’s and an increase in localization error especially for the upper part of the brain, e.g., the parietal lobe. Similar to the inspection of minimum angular factors when conductivity errors are present an analysis of the minimum angular factors when geometric errors are present reveals an increase in the angular factors, c.f. Fig. 3.6. With the angular factors increasing this means a poorer representation of the signal.
Figure 3.3: **PPVs and localization errors** for the different parts of the cortex given the conductivity ratios $\rho_{\text{brain}} : \rho_{\text{skull}} : \rho_{\text{scalp}} = 1 : 1/15 : 1$, $d = 20\text{mm}$, and mean $\text{SNR} = 10$. Increase in white areas where no TP or FP have been found (occipital and parietal regions) indicating increase in angular factors.

### 3.2 Related Work

Analyzing the importance of precise forward models and their influence on either the forward problem or the inverse problem is far from new to the EEG community. A number of contributions have already been published e.g. [Huiskamp et al., 1999, Vanrumste et al., 2000, Oostenveld and Oostendorp, 2002, Gencer and Acar, 2004, Ramon et al., 2006, Wolters et al., 2006]. A majority of the forward model investigations performed evaluates the forward models at sensor level or only examine a few dipoles located in different brain regions. These contributions have been of crucial importance to the EEG community as they have shed light on serious issues that we need to be aware of when the source solutions are used as the basis of conclusions in a given setup. In [Huiskamp et al., 1999]
an examination of the influence of geometric errors on the source estimates is performed using BEM models constructed from MR or CT images. In contrast to [Huiskamp et al., 1999] we do not restrict the analysis to a few dipoles but instead explore how each dipole out of a set of 8196 dipoles distributed over the cortex are confused with each other. A quite similar approach as the analysis above have been presented in [Fuchs et al., 1998]. The study in [Fuchs et al., 1998] deals with geometric errors introduced by using too simple head models (spheres) compared to more realistic BEM models. To evaluate the effect, angles between forward fields were examined. However, in contrast to [Fuchs et al., 1998], the analysis given here and in Abstract E explores forward model uncertainties in face of noise present at the sensor level. From Eq. (3.2) it is clear that the source confusion is indeed dependent on the interplay of forward field errors and the amount of noise present in the recordings. Other types of geometric errors such as not taking holes in the skull into consideration have been examined by [Vanrumste et al., 2000, Oostenveld and Oostendorp, 2002]. In [Vanrumste et al., 2000, Oostenveld and Oostendorp, 2002] it is demonstrated that if holes are excluded from the head model this will lead to a significanct decrease in the ability to reconstruct the sources correctly.

![Figure 3.4: Increase in angular factors as a consequence of mismatch in the skull conductivity value.](image)

Errors associated with the tissue conductivity values and the importance of modeling specific tissues as anisotropic rather than isotropic have been discussed in [Gencer and Acar, 2004, Ramon et al., 2006, Wolters et al., 2006], with the overall consensus that inaccurate modeling of the skull leads to significant error contributions on the sources. In fact [Wolters et al., 2006, Hallez et al., 2007] states that the a smearing effect on the forward potential computation is introduced by the skull anisotropy. The deeper a source is located the more it is surrounded by anisotopic tissues. Thus, electric fields generated by deeper...
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(a) Positive prediction values, view1  (b) Positive prediction values, view2

(c) Worst case loc. error, view1  (d) Worst case loc. error, view2

Figure 3.5: **PPVs and localization errors** for the different parts of the cortex given the conductivity ratios $\rho_{\text{brain}} : \rho_{\text{skull}} : \rho_{\text{scalp}} = 1 : 1/80 : 1$, $d = 20\text{mm}$, mean $\text{SNR} = 10$, and geometric errors due to the usage of a 3-spheres model.

sources are more affected by the anisotropy than superficial sources.

Of more recent studies [Chen et al., 2010, Steinsträter et al., 2010] should be mentioned, which apply a quite similar approach as given in the analysis above. Especially, [Steinsträter et al., 2010] performs a careful analysis of how the number of electrodes, geometric errors (spheres versus FEM head models), and anisotropy versus isotropy affect the source estimates obtained by beamformers.

### 3.3 Summary

The source confusion analysis performed here revealed how errors in forward model may deteriorate the source estimates as sources are confused with each
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![Graphs showing angular factors and locations](image)

(a) Minimum angular factors, (b) Loc. error associated with min angular factors, (c) Angular factor, $\sin^2 v_{j,i}$ with min angular factors

Figure 3.6: Increase in angular factors as a consequence in geometric differences between BEM and 3-spheres head models.

Other when noise is present in the EEG recordings. Thus, in order to minimize the risk of sources to be confused with each other an accurate forward model is needed. However, it should be noted that even with the true forward fields the sources are likely to be confused with each other in face of noise due to the fact that we are dealing with an inverse problem. The degradation of the source estimates were demonstrated from an analysis of simple sparse least squares solutions by evaluating angular factors between 'true' forward fields and potential 'errorneous' forward fields. As no spatial or temporal regularization accompanied this simple inverse method it must be expected that more advanced inverse methods will minimize source confusion. Even though this analysis is based upon a simple inverse method it may serve as a worst case scenario for what can be expected when errors in the forward model is present.

Besides the choice of head model another type of geometric error that can appear in forward models is if no individual information about a subjects head, such as if no structural MRI or CT scan are available. From a clinical perspective it is far from everyone that has a MRI or CT scan of their brain and thus it is problematic to construct realistic individual head models for such subjects using BEM, FEM or FDM models as they will be deemed quite uncertain in terms of a mismatch between a template head and a subject specific head. To the authors knowledge no current careful evaluation of the influence on the source estimates exists when using a template head model rather than a realistic head model. However, it should be straight forward to do as well, since the approach taken in this chapter or alternatively as in [Steinsträter et al., 2010] can be applied.
Chapter 4

Source Localization in Forward Model Uncertainty

In light of the serious source confusion which may exist due to errors that are present in the forward model, an alternative/addition to the advanced head models is to minimize the effect of source confusion when performing the source estimation. Therefore, we seek a joint optimization of a forward model correction and source estimation. This section describes the proposed method - SOUrce and FOward MOdel REconstruction - in short SOFOMORE (see contributions A, B, and C). SOFOMORE treats the forward model as a stochastic process. In contrast, existing source localization methods normally assume the forward model as known and fixed. Modeling the forward model as being stochastic is motivated by the many noise processes that contribute to the forward model, including the geometrical representation of the cortical surface, the conductivity distribution, and electrode positions. When 'realistic head models' are constructed from tissue segmentation based on e.g. structural MRI, the geometry of the head model is affected by the resolution and tissue segmentation errors. These errors can be presented as small magnitude perturbations of the head model shape [von Ellenrieder et al., 2006].

An illustration of the concept of applying a stochastic forward model in SOFOMORE is given in Fig. 4.1, in which the conventional forward model $A^{(0)}$ is represented as 'the prior mean'. Due to the uncertainties mentioned above,
we expect a difference between the true underlying model of the forward fields, $A^*$ and $A^{(0)}$. The main novelty of our SOFOMORE approach is thus the posterior distribution of the forward model $A$ representing our uncertainty of the deviations of the prior mean $A^{(0)}$.

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the concept of forward model reconstruction. The SOFOMORE model uses a potential erroneous forward model $A^{(0)}$ as prior mean and depending on the regions of source activity, the model can flexibly correct these regions by $\Delta A$. As such, the estimated forward model is $A$ with error $E_A$ to the true underlying forward model denoted $A^*$.

We here focus on the conceptual development and the statistical aspects of the SOFOMORE model.

### 4.1 Method: The SOFOMORE Model

Given the linear relation between the sensors and the current sources within the brain in Eq. (2.1) the observation model can be expressed as, $p(m_t | s_t, \Sigma_\xi) = \mathcal{N}(m_t | A s_t, \Sigma_\xi)$ where the noise is assumed to be time independent Gaussian distributed with $\Sigma_\xi$ representing the noise spatial covariance matrix. If needed temporal correlations can be incorporated as outlined in [Friston et al., 2008]. In the remainder of this chapter the noise covariance matrix is further simplified with $\Sigma_\xi = \beta^{-1}I_N$ and will be estimated in the model. Alternatively, a number of approaches e.g. [Nagarajan et al., 2007, Wipf et al., 2010], estimate the noise covariance matrix from pre-stimulus data when this is available in event-related experiments. Estimating a full noise covariance matrix can be problematic depending on the amount of data available. In general this is a concern for all models comprising spaces of high dimensionality. In fact they underly what is known as the curse of dimensionality, meaning increasing the dimensionality
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Figure 4.2: **Graphical representation of the SOFOMORE model.** The blue box including the sources $s_t$ and observations $m_t$ indicates expansion over time $t$. At the lowest level in the hierarchical structure we also find the forward model $A$ with fixed prior mean $A^{(0)}$. The middle layer includes $\alpha$ precision parameter for the sources with a separate precision parameter (inverse variance) assigned to each dipole. $\beta$ is the inverse variance of the noise contribution and $\gamma$ includes a precision parameter to each column in $A$. At the top level we have the hyperhyperparameters controlling the hyperparameters in the middle layer.

As proposed in contribution A, B, and C, we here represent the SOFOMORE model, with a hierarchical structure expressed by

$$
\begin{align*}
m_t & \sim \mathcal{N}(m_t | As_t, \beta^{-1}I_{N_c}) \\
s_t & \sim \mathcal{N}(s_t | 0, D^{-1}), \quad D = \text{diag}(\alpha) \\
a_i & \sim \mathcal{N}(a_i | a_i^{(0)}, \gamma_i^{-1}I_{N_c}) \\
\alpha_i & \sim \mathcal{G}(\alpha_i | \nu_{\alpha_i}, \zeta_{\alpha_i}) \\
\gamma_i & \sim \mathcal{G}(\gamma_i | \nu_{\gamma_i}, \zeta_{\gamma_i}) \\
\beta & \sim \mathcal{G}(\beta | \nu_\beta, \zeta_\beta).
\end{align*}
$$

(4.1)

A graphical representation of the hierarchical model is given in Fig. 4.2. At the top level we have the hyperhyperparameter $\{\nu_{\alpha}, \zeta_{\alpha}, \nu_{\beta}, \zeta_{\beta}, \nu_{\gamma}, \zeta_{\gamma}\}$ controlling the middle layer with the hyperparameters $\{\alpha, \beta, \gamma\}$, which control the lowest level of parameters $\{A, s_t\}$. For the current sources we assign a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian prior distribution with a diagonal precision matrix $D$. In the diagonal we have $\alpha = \{\alpha_i\}_{i=1}^{N_s}$ such that the model allows dipoles to have
different variance. The current variances are assumed not to change over the
time period \( t = 1 : N_t \) and are modeled by an automatic relevance determination-
type prior (ARD), using a conjugate prior for the precision parameters \( \alpha \). The
conjugate prior for a precision parameter of a 1D Gaussian distribution is a
Gamma distribution, \( \mathcal{G}(\cdot) \), with shape parameter \( \nu_{\alpha_i} \) and rate parameter \( \zeta_{\alpha_i} \),
such that the mean is given by \( \nu_{\alpha_i} / \zeta_{\alpha_i} \) and the variance \( \nu_{\alpha_i} / \zeta_{\alpha_i}^2 \). Assigning
an ARD prior to the sources is a key aspect in preventing overfitting, since by
optimization of the hyperparameters it is possible to drive a proportion of the
sources towards zero automatically. Driving parts of the sources towards zero are
obtained when their precision parameters grow towards infinity indicating that
these sources are deemed no relevance to the model as they do not contribute
significantly to the description of the observations. See e.g. [Bishop, 2006] for a
more detailed explanation of the ARD property.

As we regard the forward model as a stochastic process, the conventional for-
ward propagation model \( \mathbf{A}^{(0)} \) is used as a mean value in a multivariate Gaussian
prior. Each of the forward fields are modeled as independent, such that the prior
distribution of a single forward field is given by prior mean \( \mathbf{a}^{(0)}_i \) (i’th column in
\( \mathbf{A}^{(0)} \)) and precision \( \gamma_i \), i.e. we have \( \gamma = \{ \gamma_i \}_{i=1}^{N_i} \). Assigning each of the forward
fields a separate precision parameter allows us to differentiate the individual
amounts of correction to the forward fields. The precision parameters for the
forward fields are also modeled by conjugate prior distributions, i.e., Gamma
distributions with shape and rate parameter, \( \nu_{\gamma_i} \) and \( \zeta_{\gamma_i} \), respectively. Likewise,
the inverse noise variance is assumed to be Gamma distributed, \( \mathcal{G}(\beta | \nu_\beta, \zeta_\beta) \).

The reasoning behind assigning an extra layer (the top layer ) to the hyperpa-
rameters, is to obtain posterior distributions rather than point estimates. In
addition, choosing a prior distribution over the precision parameters allows the
model a-priori to constrain the model to a specific range of values, e.g. if we
have an idea of the interval that the SNR for a given experiment should be in.
Thus, in the prior distribution for \( \beta \) we have the possibility to specify precision
values corresponding to expected SNR levels. One may argue that assuming the
noise covariance matrix to be an identity matrix multiplied by a scalar is a crude
approximation as the sensors will be highly correlated. Indeed this is a crude
approximation if no preprocessing is carried out. However, the noise correlation
between electrodes can be reduced with techniques similar to ‘whitening’ of the
data, i.e. before passing the EEG data to the SOFOMORE model we can project
the data into a space determined by the inverse of pre-estimated noise covariance
matrix. As suggested above pre-estimation of the noise covariance in an event-
related experiment can be performed by taking advantage of pre-stimulus data.
Assuming such a setup the role of the \( \beta \) parameter is to capture any changes
in the noise level that potentially could be present between pre-stimulus and
post-stimulus periods.
We note that a special case of the SOFOMORE solution is the well-known minimum norm (MN) method \cite{Hamalainen2011}. In fact SOFOMORE depicts the MN solution when the prior for the forward fields are just delta functions centered at $a_i^{(0)}$ and if all the source precision values are equal.

Given the hierarchical structure of the SOFOMORE model with the parameters $\theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta\}$ the marginal posterior distribution of the current sources becomes analytically intractable, thus, approximations are needed for obtaining posterior distributions of $S$ and $A$. Here, we apply a standard VB framework \cite{Attias2000, Bishop2006, Ghahramani2000}, in which a parameterized simpler distribution $q(\theta)$ approximates the true joint posterior $p(\theta | M)$ as described in section 2.3.1.

In order to maximize the lower bound of the log marginal likelihood we further assume factorization in the parameters $\theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta\}$ of the variational posterior $q(\theta)$, i.e., the full variational posterior distribution $q(\theta)$ is restricted to

$$q(\theta) = q(S) q(A) q(\alpha) q(\beta) q(\gamma).$$

The factorized variational distribution is a crude approximation and it is mainly motivated by computational convenience as it provides for a tractable marginal posterior distribution. In turn each of the variational marginal posterior distributions are maximized by evaluating the complete log likelihood given by

$$\ln p(M, \theta) = \frac{N_t N_c}{2} \ln \beta - \frac{\beta}{2} \sum_{t=1}^{N_t} (m_t - As_t)^2 + \frac{N_t}{2} \ln |D| - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j=1}^{N_c} (l_j - l_j^{(0)})^T G (l_j - l_j^{(0)}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} \{(\nu_{\alpha_i} - 1) \ln \alpha_i - \zeta_{\alpha_i} \alpha_i\} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_d} \{(\nu_{\gamma_i} - 1) \ln \gamma_i - \zeta_{\gamma_i} \gamma_i\} + (\nu_{\beta} - 1) \ln \beta - \zeta_{\beta} \beta + \text{const},$$

where only the terms with the parameters involved are kept and the rest are assigned to the constant term ‘const’.

Following this scheme we obtain the sequential VB updates as illustrated in Fig. 4.3, in which each of the variational marginal posterior distributions of the parameters are given. A detailed derivation of the VB updates for the SOFOMORE model can be found in \cite{Stahlhut2010}. 
4.2 Empirical Evaluation

As the viability of the source estimates have already been demonstrated on both real EEG data and artificial data using a number of different validation metrics in [Stahlhut et al., 2009b, Stahlhut et al., 2009a, Stahlhut et al., 2010b] we only give a brief overview of how the SOFOMORE model performs. In order to understand the effect of regarding the forward fields as stochastic processes we compare with a similar hierarchical model, however, with a fixed forward model $A^{(0)}$. I.e. this corresponds to replacing all the elements with the color purple with a fixed forward model equal the prior mean $A^{(0)}$.

As illustration we report results from simulated data here as many unknown parameters are involved in real EEG data - the exact source distribution and 'correct' forward fields. In contrast to the simulations we select a forward model as the true forward model. In order to imitate that the cortex is of high resolution (actually infinite as continuous) and that we cannot resemble it perfectly, the 'true' forward model is selected to have a higher resolution than the forward models used by the inverse methods. Of artificial signal we adopt simulations setups previously used in the literature, see e.g. [Grova et al., 2006] for similar simulation setups. The artificial source signal consists of small patch with time evolution expressed by a half sine with duration 50ms from $t = 25ms$ to $t = 75ms$. The small patch that is selected as being the true source region is shown in Fig. 4.4.

The simulated clean EEG was constructed with forward model consisting of 3-spheres with tissue conductivities brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.0041:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1/80:1) and dimension $128 \times 7204$. We corrupted the clean EEG with 'realistic EEG noise' obtained from the pre-stimulus periods in an evoked EEG study described in [Henson et al., 2003]. We applied a SNR = 10, with SNR defined as $\text{SNR} = P_{\text{cEEG}} / P_{\xi}$, where $P_{\text{cEEG}}$ and $P_{\xi}$ are the power of the clean EEG and noise, respectively. Conductivity errors were added to one of the forward models used in the source localization.

The source estimates for the ARD and SOFOMORE method are given in Fig. 4.5. Three forward models with different conductivity values (brain:skull:scalp) are used as source:

- $A_1$ 0.33:0.0223:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1/15:1)
- $A_2$ 0.33:0.0041:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1/80:1)
- $A_3$ 0.33:0.0013:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1/250:1)
4.3 Related Work

The cortical resolution in all three forward models is 4004 vertices. In general the ARD, reconstructs minor part of the simulated region and few other small regions. Activity of small sizes, which especially is the case for the ARD estimates is highlighted with circles around the activity to help the reader capturing these small regions. In contrast the SOFOMORE more or less capture the simulated activity. However, with reconstructed regions a bit larger than the simulated ones. Large distance errors have been reduced by the SOFOMORE compared to the ARD.

4.3 Related Work

The issue of modeling the forward process have also been pursued elsewhere [Lew et al., 2007, Plis et al., 2007], however, from quite a different perspective than the SOFOMORE approach. In [Lew et al., 2007] the geometric structure of the forward model is assumed known, while the skull-brain conductivity ratio is an unknown parameter which is estimated simultaneously with a few sources in a dipole fit setting. A follow up on the work in [Lew et al., 2007] is a probabilistic approach for distributed models proposed by [Plis et al., 2007] in which uncertainties of the skull conductivity is modeled as a variable. An alternative way to deal with forward model uncertainties has been presented in [Henson et al., 2009]. In this work a Bayesian framework is described for dealing with uncertainty related to forward models in MEG studies. Furthermore, [Henson et al., 2009] compare different types of head models single-sphere, overlapping sphere and BEM using the model evidence for each of the models. Moreover, the cortical resolution and the influence of constraining the source orientation perpendicular to the cortex were also inspected. The experiments were carried out using two different inverse methods, the MN [Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994] and MSP [Friston et al., 2008].

In contrast to previous work in the field we have proposed a more unconstrained approach by modeling the whole forward model as uncertain using a prior distribution for the forward model. The hierarchical structure with the ARD type of priors used in the SOFOMORE model can be related to a quite similar structure used in [Sato et al., 2004]. However, [Sato et al., 2004] differs from the SOFOMORE model in the sense that they also incorporate fMRI prior information but on the other hand limit their model to a fixed forward model. As an alternative to the SOFOMORE model the total least squares (TLS) [Golub et al., 2000] can be mentioned, which is an extension of the ordinary least squares problem such that it also can deal with errors in A.
4.4 Summary

We have given an overview of the concept and the hierarchical structure of the SOFOMORE model for performing simultaneous estimation of the current source density and the forward model. The proposed model may be considered as a first step for modeling uncertainty in $A$ by assuming the errors to be Gaussian distributed. The next step may be a more realistic model of the uncertainty arising from sensor placement and head shape. In such a model one would let the uncertainty in an element of $A$ depend non-linearly upon the distance from the sensor to the source [Mosher et al., 1999]. In continuation to this, a concern associated with the SOFOMORE approach is, that the changes performed to the prior mean $A^{(0)}$ may have multiple interpretations as the changes performed can be related to changes in tissue conductivity values, sensor configuration, or alternatively by modifying the structure of the cortex. In fact it is difficult with the current setup to extract the physical changes that have been made to the forward model by SOFOMORE in a real EEG experiment. However, evaluation of the SOFOMORE on real EEG data in [Stahlhut et al., 2009b, Stahlhut et al., 2009a, Stahlhut et al., 2010b] has demonstrated the viability of the model as the source estimates are consistent with prior expectations in an experiment with faces as visual stimuli.
Figure 4.3: Flow chart of the SOFOMORE model in a VB formulation. A fully factorized model in $\theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta\}$ is applied, where each of the VB updates can be seen with their corresponding approximate posterior distribution to the right. The log evidence of the model is denoted $F$, which include Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences of the approximate posterior distributions and their prior distributions. Following notations are used $\langle \cdot \rangle$ denoting the expectation, $\underline{A}_{j}$ the j'th row in $A$, and $G$ a diagonal matrix with $\lambda$ in the diagonal. Furthermore, $\psi(\cdot)$ is the digamma function and its derivative is $\psi'(\cdot)$. Hyper-hyperparameters of the form $\nu_x$ and $\zeta_x$ are updated using Newton-Raphson. The colorcoding light blue, red, and yellow correspond to the blue, red, and yellow colorcoding to the left, i.e. the source, forward fields, and channels, respectively. The green colorcoding of the step with inference of hyper-hyperparameters means that both hyper-hyperparameters associated with sources, forward fields, and channels are updated here.
Figure 4.4: **Simulated region of source activity.** The active patch is highlighted as red.
4.4 Summary

Figure 4.5: **Reconstructed source activity by ARD and SOFOMORE.** The source activity is represented by ‘Bayesian z-scores’, i.e. $s_{it}\sqrt{\alpha_t}$. Three different forward models are tested, $A1$, $A2$, and $A3$. The forward model $A2$ has the same conductivity values as the true forward model $A^*$. In the ARD method (left column) no corrections of the forward models is performed. In the SOFOMORE method (right column) corrections of the forward models are integrated in the model. To ease the detection of small regions of activity these have been highlighted with circles.
In this chapter we discuss spatio-temporal approaches to EEG source localization and with the focus on a proposed spatio-temporal model called the Aquavit model originally presented in contribution D. As we will see shortly, the Aquavit consists of temporal basis functions in order to obtain a smooth temporal representation. In this respect it is important to realize that in general a crucial aspect with spatio-temporal models is that the performance using basis functions is normally highly dependent on the choices of basis functions. There are many approaches that researchers have taken to form spatial and temporal basis functions, see e.g. [Baillet and Garnero, 1997, Daunizeau et al., 2006, Effer et al., 2000, Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008, Bolstad et al., 2009, Zumer et al., 2008, Dyrholm et al., 2007]. Fixed basis functions include Fourier series, wavelet or discrete prolate spheroidal functions which specify bandwidth and temporal extent of the data. Learned basis functions include PCA, ICA and related approaches which learn basis functions from data.
5.1 Method: The Aquavit Model

With the relation between the measured EEG signal and the brain’s current sources expressed by a linear instantaneous form in the sources as in Eq. (2.1) and the full noise covariance matrix $\Sigma_\varepsilon$ we can represent the Aquavit model as the graphical model in Fig. 5.1. In this chapter we assume the noise covariance matrix as fixed and keep $\Sigma_\varepsilon$ in the formulation, even though we in principle can replace it by an identity matrix if we project it through a space spanned by the inverse noise covariance matrix before passing the recorded EEG signal to the Aquavit algorithm. The reasoning behind leaving the full covariance matrix in this formulation is to highlight its similarities to the associated algorithm called Champagne, [Wipf et al., 2010], which does not include temporal prior information. As previous stated the reasoning behind leaving the spatial structure of noise covariance fixed is that it is possible to suppress noisy factors (e.g., using a variational Bayesian factor model proposed in [Nagarajan et al., 2007]) effectively when pre-stimulus data is available.

Figure 5.1: Graphical representation of the Aquavit model. The blue box including the sources $s_t$, the temporal basis function $\varphi_t$ and observations $m_t$ indicates expansion over time $t$. Besides $\varphi_t$, the sources $s_t$ consist of the spatio-temporal maps $W$ and the precision parameters $\alpha$. A separate precision parameter is assigned to each of the dipoles. Similar, the spatio-temporal maps are controlled by the hyperparameters $\lambda$. Finally, $\Sigma_\varepsilon$ denotes the noise covariance matrix.

From Fig. 5.1 it is noted that the current sources consist of the three components, $\Phi$, $W$, and $\alpha$. In fact we define the current sources $S$ to encompass both temporal evolution and source noise such that the source can be represented by the linear relation

$$ S = W^T \Phi + V $$

(5.1)
with $\Phi$ as a set of temporal basis functions, $W = [w_1, ..., w_{N_d}]$ being the spatio-temporal maps (also denoted the regression coefficients) that we are interested in finding, and $V$ representing source noise. This latter term is actually one of the elements that differentiate the Aquavit model from most of the other spatio-temporal models presented in the literature (see related spatio-temporal work in Section 5.3). The combination of both temporal basis functions and the source noise term ensures that we are not only constrained to a subspace specified by the basis functions but also allows flexibility to search for source activity outside the span of the basis. More specifically our hierarchical model spells

$$\begin{align*}
\mathbf{m}_t &\sim \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{m}_t | \mathbf{A}s_t, \Sigma_e) \\
\mathbf{s}_t &\sim \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{s}_t | W^T\varphi_t, D^{-1}) , \quad D = \text{diag} (\alpha) \\
\mathbf{w}_i &\sim \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{w}_i | 0, \alpha_i^{-1}\Lambda_i^{-1}) , \quad \Lambda_i = \text{diag} (\lambda_i) .
\end{align*}$$

(5.2)

where the covariance of the source noise contribution $V$ is specified by the hyperparameters $\alpha$ and $\varphi_t$ denotes all basis functions at sample $t$ ($\varphi_t = \Phi_t$). For the spatio-temporal maps (or mixing matrix) $W$ we assign a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian prior distribution to each $w_i$ and with precisions $\alpha_i\Lambda_i$. Note that the covariance of the mixing matrix $W$ is parametrized using $\alpha$ and $\Lambda_i$. We could have omitted $\alpha$ from $p(W)$ without changing the model. However, the present parametrization simplifies the update rules. The prior distribution $p(W)$ enforces the notion of ARD at the level of both space (dipoles) and basis functions such that if any element of $\lambda_i$ is large, the associated basis function at dipole $i$ is deemed irrelevant to explaining the data. During the learning process (see below), many such elements are driven to infinity allowing the sources $S$ to be represented effectively using only a modest set of basis functions.

For the current sources we apply a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a mean value given by the spatio-temporal maps $W$ and the temporal basis set $\Phi$. The amount of the source noise contribution $V$ is controlled by the hyperparameters $\alpha$ with a precision $\alpha_i$ associated to each source. Hereby, we can provide a sparse representation of source noise if present depending on how well the basis functions are specified a priori.

Given the Aquavit model, what we are really interested in is to compute the posterior over the sources. Ideally, we should integrate out all unknowns (including hyperparameters and so forth) and then compute the posterior over the sources $p(S|Y)$, which contains all possible information about $S$ conditioned on the observed data $Y$. However, the exact posterior in the Aquavit model is computationally intractable similar as with the SOFOMORE model and thus approximation is needed. Here we choose to infer the hyperparameters using the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) point estimate. Given this, the joint posterior distribution over the sources and mixing matrix $p(S, W|Y)$ is Gaussian, and
can be computed analytically. Nevertheless, here we also apply a VB [Attias, 2000; Bishop, 2006] approximation \( p(\theta | \mathbf{M}) \approx q(\theta) \) to speed up the computation. Additionally, we constraint \( \theta = \{ S, W \} \) to be factorized as

\[
q(\theta) = q(S) q(W) \tag{5.3}
\]

with the lower bound given as

\[
\mathcal{F} = (\log p(Y, S, W) - \log q(S, W))_{q(S)q(W)} \tag{5.4}
\]

Following the VB framework described in Section 2.3.1 we iteratively maximize the lower bound of the marginal likelihood w.r.t. the variational distributions \( q(S) \) and \( q(W) \). This leads to the posterior distributions given in Fig. 5.2.

![Flow chart of the Aquavit model](image)

Figure 5.2: Flow chart of the Aquavit model. The blue box is the objective function, green boxes are the updates of the hyperparameters, and red boxes are updates associated with the variational posterior distributions \( q(W) \) and \( q(S) \).

From Fig. 5.2 we note that the hyperparameters are updated as well, since if the variational posterior distributions should be optimal we also need to maximize the hyperparameters. In the VB expected maximization framework the
hyperparameters are updated by taking the derivative of the expected complete data log likelihood w.r.t. the hyperparameters. However, the convergence can be extremely slow and thus for the updates of the hyperparameters in Fig. 5.2 we apply Mackay [MacKay, 1992], to derive fixed-point update rules. In practice this leads to significantly faster convergence. Using the variational posterior \( q(S) \) and \( q(W) \), we obtain the objective function \( \mathcal{F} \)

\[
2\mathcal{F} = N_t \log |\Sigma_s^{-1}| + N_t \log |D| + \sum_i \log |A_i| - N_t \log |\Sigma_s^{-1}| - \sum_i \log |\Omega_i^{-1}|
- \sum_t (m_t - A (s_t))^T \Sigma_s^{-1} (m_t - A (s_t)) - \sum_i (w_i)^T \alpha_i A_i (w_i)
- \sum_t ((s_t) - (W)^T \varphi_t)^T D ((s_t) - (W)^T \varphi_t). \tag{5.5}
\]

Taking the derivative of \( \mathcal{F} \) w.r.t. \( \alpha_i \) and \( \lambda_{ki} \) by turn we obtain the updates summarized in Fig. 5.2. For detailed derivations of the variational posterior distributions and the updates for the hyperparameters the reader is referred to consult [Stahlhut et al., 2010a]. However, it should be noted that the notation here and in [Stahlhut et al., 2010a] differs slightly as the notation here have been changed to be consistent with the notation applied throughout the rest of this thesis. In some situations, it is convenient to utilize a single \( \alpha \) value to modulate groups of voxels or basis functions, in which case the associated \( \alpha \)-update in Fig. 5.2 reduces to an average across the group.

It is worth noting that a special case exists if all elements in \( W \) become zero as the model then resembles the Champagne algorithm [Wipf et al., 2010]. With \( W = 0_{N_k \times N_d} \) the term \( V \) takes over and the sources are modelled as completely independent across time.

### 5.2 Empirical Evaluation

In order to test the performance of the spatio-temporal Aquavit algorithm we use as benchmark two state-of-the-art methods; the Champagne algorithm [Wipf et al., 2010] and the event sparse penalty (ESP) formulation in [Bolstad et al., 2009]. In Champagne a major difference from Aquavit is that the source time courses are random variables and need to be inferred from data, whereas here we have basis functions which are known in advance. We will denote the latter method as the ESP model. On the other hand the ESP is dependent on obtaining a set of basis functions that are very descriptive of the data.
Even though it could be very interesting to compare the performance of the Aquavit and SOFOMORE methods, they attack the source localization problem from two very different point of views. With the SOFOMORE model focusing on the uncertainty related to the forward fields, the Aquavit attempts to capture the temporal patterns of the current sources. Thus, with the temporal information in this chapter as the primarily focus we devote us to simulations consisting of more challenging temporal patterns than the ones constructed for evaluating the performance of the SOFOMORE model in previous chapter. Of the same reason this chapter will only apply one fixed forward model with no errors in geometry or in the tissue conductivity values.

5.2.1 Random lead field matrix

We first apply the models to a small toy problem where we construct a random generated lead field matrix ($A: 10 \times 25$) with unit variance. We generate two active sources with correlated times series, as seen in Fig. 5.3. Their times series are created by a sparse set of sine functions. More specifically, we have $s_1(t) = 0.3\sin(4\pi t) + \sin(60\pi t)$ and $s_2(t) = \sin(10\pi t) + 0.8\sin(60\pi t)$. Since noise is normally present in electromagnetic recordings, we apply a SNR = 1, with SNR defined as the ratio between the power of the clean signal and the noise.

Our set of temporal basis functions are constructed to include $N_k = 30$ sinusoidals with frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz, denoted $\Phi^*$, with * indicating that the temporal basis functions include the simulated sources. In contrast, we construct a similar temporal basis set $\Phi$, however, now with two of the sine functions (frequency 1 and 5 Hz) used to represent the simulated sources removed. If we compare the simulated sources in Fig. 5.3(a) with the reconstructed sources in Fig. 5.3(b) it is seen that the Champagne algorithm performs quite well. However, taking a closer look it is seen that the estimated temporal signatures by Champagne are corrupted by a number of spikes, due to the modeling of each time point independently of each other. The ESP model on the other hand is very dependent on obtaining an accurate estimate of the true temporal subspace. Given the temporal basis set $\Phi^*$ the ESP almost reconstructs the simulated sources perfectly, Fig. 5.3(c). However, examine the ESP performance in a more likely situation, where we cannot be sure that the temporal basis set include all the active sources time series, the source estimates obtained by the ESP model deteriorate quite significantly as seen in Fig. 5.3(d). Due to the fact that the ESP model is restricted to the pre-defined set of temporal basis functions, the model is not able to represent the simulated sources with time series outside the span of the temporal basis set $\Phi$. Indeed, the interpretation that sources both consist of some temporal patterns and ‘source noise’ actually
5.2 Empirical Evaluation

Figure 5.3: Source estimates with y-axis representing the amplitude of the sources and the x-axis the time. $\Phi^*$ denotes the set of temporal basis functions including the basis functions used to construct the time series of the simulated sources. Mean square error (MSE) on the source estimates: (a) 0, (b) 0.179, (c) 0.011, (d) 0.408, (e) 0.015, and (f) 0.160.

leads to a balance between these two quantities. Given the true temporal basis set $\Phi^*$ the temporal signature of the reconstructed sources are almost perfectly recovered in Fig. 5.3(e). Note how the source noise quantity is taken over in Fig. 5.3(f) and obtains similar patterns as the Champagne algorithm.

5.2.2 Realistic Head Model

To illustrate the applicability of the Aquavit algorithm on more realistic problems we apply the model to a cortical resolution of (~500 vertices) obtained by subsampling a more dense set. However, such low resolution or even lower resolution might actually be the case if applied in a context similar to [Bolstad et al., 2009], in which vertices are clustered such that they form a number of patches based on anatomical and functional information. As head model we use a Boundary Element Method (BEM) forward model from SPM8\(^1\). A comparison of the Aquavit algorithm and the ESP model is performed at different SNRs. We construct the simulated current sources in similar fashion as the toy problem above. I.e we generate two artificial current sources from a mixture of sines functions with different frequencies.

\(^1\)SPM8 academic software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
Figure 5.4: Investigation of the performance of the ESP and Aquavit methods at different SNR levels and with the number basis functions $\Phi$, $N_k = 30$. At each SNR level 10 experiments were performed and the mean and standard deviation of MSE reported.

Figure 5.5(a) and 5.5(d) show the locations and time series for an example of two simulated sources with the SNR=0.5, respectively. In Fig. 5.5(b) the ESP model localizes the position of source #1 correctly but the temporal signature is not correctly recovered. The Aquavit algorithm on the other hand manages to reconstruct both position and time series of source #1. For source #2 the time series seem better recovered by the ESP model, however with the position of the reconstructed source being misplaced. This misplacement is also reflected in the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) of 0.541. In contrast Aquavit results in AUC=1, which indicates perfect localization. However, minor deviation in the temporal signature of source #2 exists.

5.3 Related Work

The use of both spatial and temporal information to constrain the source estimates has been advocated for decades. For example, temporal priors have been proposed that operate by penalizing differences in neighboring time points [Baillet and Garnero, 1997], while other priors incorporate temporal smoothness based on second derivatives [Daunizeau et al., 2006]. To describe the temporal dynamics of the sources more flexibly, wavelet temporal basis functions have also received much attention in the M/EEG community. In [Effer et al., 2000] the focus is to represent event related potential (ERPs) with the use of a small set of
Figure 5.5: **Brain: The five sources with the largest variances.** The sources are color-coded such that their corresponding time courses can be seen below the brain images. MSE/AUC measures: (a) 0/1, (b) 0.862/0.541, and (c) 0.403/1.

A quite related method has been presented in [Bolstad et al., 2009] in which an event sparse penalty (ESP) procedure is developed. The approach taken in [Bolstad et al., 2009] seeks a solution composed of a small number of space-time events (STEs) chosen out of a large set of candidates (unlike the method from [Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008] that operate on a full basis set). In [Bolstad et al., 2009] each STE is a spatio-temporal signal defined in terms of a group of basis functions. Similarly, we have pursued ESI solutions formulated by the sparse spatio-temporal Aquavit algorithm. However, in contrast to [Bolstad et al., 2009], which only computes point estimates by solving a penalized generalized \( \ell_1 \) norm regression problem, the Aquavit consists of a hierarchical Bayesian model such that we can compute a tractable posterior distribution on the unknown sources. Another difference between Aquavit and the work presented in [Bolstad et al., 2009] is that the source generators are restricted to...
temporal patterns within a subspace of the set of temporal basis functions used by the method. Likewise, [Ou et al., 2009] apply a spatio-temporal approach in which the measurements and source signals are projected onto temporal basis functions. Thus, the source reconstruction is carried out in the subspace spanned by the temporal basis functions meaning that constructing appropriate temporal basis functions is essential for the method. Projecting the data onto the basis function may be regarded as a preprocessing step in which the data is filtered by a number of different filters corresponding to the basis functions. After filtering the data it can be forwarded to an inverse solver for taking care of the source estimates.

Yet, another study by [Sahani and Nagarajan, 2004] is actually very related to the Aquavit as well. In fact [Sahani and Nagarajan, 2004] also perceives the current sources as a linear combination of a set of temporal functions and a mixing matrix with hyperparameters controlling the relevance of the elements in the mixing matrix. In [Sahani and Nagarajan, 2004] on the other hand the temporal functions are estimated and denoted as pre-sources. Hereby, the method can adapt the temporal information to resemble the temporal patterns observed in the data. This is in contrast to the Aquavit algorithm, which in stead includes a source noise term for capturing source generators not represented by the temporal basis functions.

Finally, there is a study by [Zumer et al., 2008] in which temporal basis functions are learned from the data and afterwards used as fixed basis functions in the source localization process. This work differs in a number of ways from the Aquavit algorithm. One the major differences is how the source are modelled. In [Zumer et al., 2008] the current sources are interpreted as a linear combination of temporal basis functions and a mixing matrix without any hyperparameters facilitating the pruning of elements to zero. Additionaly, the approach taken in [Zumer et al., 2008] for modeling source noise contributions differs in the sense that they apply a random distributed mixing matrix for connecting source noise out to the sensors. In contrast Aquavit connects the source noise activity to the sensors through a more anatomical plausible mixing matrix - the forward fields.

5.4 Summary

An overview of the hierarchichal structure of the spatio-temporal model Aquavit have been given. The proposed model can be considered as an algorithm balancing the usage of prior information specified by temporal basis functions and modeling the temporal information as samples independent of each other. When no support for the temporal basis functions exists the Aquavit model
models the sources with unsupported temporal patterns as independent across time. A concern with the Aquavit algorithm is the computational burden when the number of temporal basis functions ($N_k$) increases, as a $N_k \times N_k$ covariance matrix needs to be calculated. However, by choosing an orthonormal basis set the computations is reduced significantly. It would be interesting to see how well the Aquavit algorithm perform on real EEG data when different temporal basis functions are applied.
In contrast to the previous chapters this chapter focuses on analyzing real EEG data. While the functionality of the human brain in adults have been extensively examined and yet still far from being fully understood, the functionality of the infant brain is less covered. However, during the last decade this population have gained increasing interest by the neuroimaging community as harmless non-invasive imaging techniques are evolving. In this relation functional imaging by EEG is highly attractive as the measurement can be carried out such that infants can feel comfortable e.g. by sitting on the lap of their parents. To ensure such comfortable setups for infants in other functional imaging modalities like fMRI and MEG are more problematic. In fact studies carried out with fMRI and MEG on infants are primarily with the infants sleeping or sedated, [Altman and Bernal, 2001, Morita et al., 2000, Liu et al., 2008, Cheour et al., 2004]. Requiring the infants to sleep or being sedated significantly limit the types of studies which can be carried out. In this chapter we will examine how pre-verbal infants experience consciousness by analyzing their perception of faces through recording obtained by high-density (128 channels) EEG. The EEG analysis presented in this chapter is carried out in collaboration with Assoc. Prof. Sid Kouider and is currently in preparation, [Kouider et al., 2011, Stahlhut et al., 2011].
6.1 Paradigm

In order to examine face perception during infancy, EEG recordings for three different age groups (5-, 12-, and 15-months-old) were carried out. A schematic illustration of the paradigm is given in Fig. 6.1. The choice of faces as the object of stimuli is far from arbitrary. In the literature it is well known that face-like objects are more attractive for infants than other types of objects as focusing on and decoding faces in infants are used to learn how to identify and to interact with their conspecific [Johnson et al., 1991, Gelskov and Kouider, 2010]. Thus, to maximize the chance of attracting the attention of infants during the experiment a sequence of faces and masked faces is used. While it is well accepted that the reaction time for infants is slower than adults, it is rather unclear how much sensory information that is necessary to provoke a behavioral response in an infant brain, [Gelskov and Kouider, 2010].

**Figure 6.1:** Schematic representation of the paradigm for investigating face perception in infants. Illustration provided by Sid Kouider and Sofie A.V. Gelskov [Kouider et al., 2011, Gelskov, 2008].
As demonstrated in Fig. 6.1 the paradigm was organized such that infants received either a face or control (scrambled face) image with a duration of either

- 5-months old infants: 50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, 250ms or 300ms
- 12- and 15-months old infants: 16ms, 33ms, 50ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, or 250ms

Depending on the age group of interest a number of 12 or 14 different stimuli (conditions) were used, as it was expected that 12- and 15-months old infants would be faster to perceive the visual stimuli. A random ordering of the stimuli were used, however, with a restriction that the different types of stimuli had to appear the same amount of times before a similar stimulus could be presented again.

### 6.2 Method

As EEG source imaging in infants is at its early stage we focus the source analysis in this chapter on standard inverse methods provided by the SPM8 academic software package. First of all due to the fact that the software package is well accepted by the neuroimaging community and the primary goal of this study is to draw researchers attention towards the data set. Second of all this ensures that e.g. psychologists without further programming skills with minimum effort will be able to reproduce or compare their findings with the results presented here and in [Kouider et al., 2011, Stahlhut et al., 2011]. However, as highlighted in Chapter 2-4 a serious concern in general when performing EEG source reconstruction is the choice of forward model as this will influence the final source estimates. Thus, we here apply a trade-off between the complex structure in the SOFOMORE model and the simple standard source reconstruction approaches using a fixed single forward model. The compromise consists of making use of standard inverse method provided by the SPM8 software and performing forward model selection. I.e. we seek the most likely forward model for a given data set at hand among a set of constructed forward models. Of standard source localization approaches we apply are the minimum norm (MN) [Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994] and the low resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA), [Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994]. A general formulation of the MN and LORETA can be obtained by Tikhonov regularization [Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977, Hansen, 2010]

\[
s_\lambda = \arg \min \left( \| m - As \|^2 + \lambda \| Hs \|^2 \right) \tag{6.1}
\]
where the choice of $H$ differentiates MN and LORETA. In MN $H$ is an identity matrix whereas in LORETA $H$ is a Laplacian matrix to ensure spatial smoothness. Of importance is the choice of the regularization parameter $\lambda$ as this will drive the source solution towards zero for $\lambda = \infty$ and with $\lambda = 0$ no regularization is applied. In SPM8 the implementations of the MN and LORETA methods are in principle extensions of the original MN and LORETA formulations as the SPM implementation applies a Bayesian formulation incorporating temporal priors as well - for further details consult [Friston et al., 2008]. Source estimation is obtained using Restricted Maximum Likelihood (ReML) optimization, originally introduced by [Patterson and Thompson, 1971]. ReML can be formulated such that estimates of the log evidence for a given model can be obtained, [Friston et al., 2007, Friston et al., 2008]. Given the log evidence for a model we can construct a number of forward models and hereby perform model selection in order to obtain the most likely model for describing the observed data. As noted in Chapter 2.3.1 from a Bayesian perspective we are in principle advised not to limit the analysis to model selection but instead we should perform model averaging [Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004]. Hereby, all models are taken into consideration and we weight their contribution according to the model evidence ratios among all the models of interest. The analysis in this chapter can be regarded as a first attempt for decoding the optimal choice of forward models in EEG using the log evidence as the advisor. Further studies should examine the advantage of Bayesian model averaging when multiple forward models are present.

### 6.3 Empirical Evaluation

While it is well-known that an infant brain is significantly different from an adult brain e.g. in terms of size, templates of an infant brain are needed when individual MRIs are not present. Since the templates included in the SPM8 software only are appropriate for adults we will make use of templates from the Neurodevelopmental MRI Database\(^1\). MRI templates of infants were kindly provided by Professor John E. Richards\(^2\). The templates are averages of a set of individual MRI images divided into a number of subgroups throughout ages ranging from newborns of 2 weeks to adults aging 89-years. In the current study we apply the templates of 4.5- and 12-months-old infants [Amlili et al., 2007, Richards, 2010a, Richards, 2010b], which are the the closest match to the population of interest in this study. We recall from Chapter 3 that a change

---

\(^1\)Neurodevelopmental MRI Database:
[http://jerlab.psych.sc.edu/NeurodevelopmentalMRIDatabase/](http://jerlab.psych.sc.edu/NeurodevelopmentalMRIDatabase/)

\(^2\)John E. Richards, Department of Psychology, University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208, USA - [http://jerlab.psych.sc.edu/](http://jerlab.psych.sc.edu/)
6.3 Empirical Evaluation

In the conductivity values in adults affects the forward fields and thus influence the source estimates. Naturally, a change of conductivity values for infants will have a similar influence on their source estimates. Thus, we focus the forward model selection on the choices of conductivity ratios between brain and skull. In fact it is believed that the brain:skull conductivity ratio is smaller than the ratio in adults as the skull in infants is thin compared to adults [Reynolds and Richards, 2009]. Consequently, the majority of the forward models that we apply here are constructed with small conductivity ratios. Before we continue to the source reconstruction of how face visibility is processed during infancy, we first validate by simulations that the model evidence indeed can be used as an indicator of what would be an optimal match for the true forward fields that originally mapped the current sources to the sensors.

6.3.1 Simulations

In the validation of the forward model selection in infants use three BEM forward models with different brain:skull conductivity ratios (3, 15, and 45). The true conductivity ratio is 15. We select three different regions on the cortex as illustrated in Fig. 6.2 and assign each of the regions to randomly selected frequency ranges with bandwidth of 5 Hz. The three active regions associated time series can also be found in Fig. 6.2. In the simulations we add white noise to the artificially generated EEG signal such that a SNR of 3 is obtained. Similar to the previous chapters we define SNR as the ratio between the power of the clean EEG signal and the power of the noise.

Figure 6.2: The artificially generated source regions to the left and their associated time series to the right.
Fig. 6.3 illustrates the source estimates obtained by the MN method using the three different forward models. Similar, Fig. 6.4 demonstrates the source estimates obtained by LORETA. We note that both inverse methods visually resemble the true sources in Fig. 6.2 best using the true brain:skull conductivity ratio of 15. More importantly Fig. 6.5(a) reveals that the log evidence measure can be used as an indicator of which forward model to be used. Fig. 6.5(b) illustrates how much variance in the data that is explained by applying the different forward models. We note that the model with a conductivity ratio 45 is the model that leads to the closest variance explained measure to the variance explained of 75.0% when the true source configuration is applied. However, inspecting the source estimates in Fig. 6.3 and 6.4 reveal that source estimates with the conductivity ratio of 45 is in the order of $10^3$ times smaller than the true source configuration in Fig. 6.2. In contrast the sources obtained by LORETA and using the forward model with the conductivity ratio of 15, see Fig. 6.4, are very similar to the simulated ones.

6.3.2 Real EEG data

The paradigm illustrated in Fig. 6.1 was carried out with an EEG setup of 128-channel Hydrocel Geodesic Sensor Net from EGI and with an additional physical reference channel at the vertex. The EEG recordings were carried out with a sampling rate of 250 Hz at the Laboratoire de Science Cognitives et Psycholinguistique (LSCP). The total number of participants in the different age groups 5-, 12-, and 15-months, were 31, 30, and 30, respectively. We followed a related study with infants, [Bernal et al., 2010], in the preprocessing steps. This has been summarized below:

- Band-pass filtered by 0.5-20Hz.
- Segmented into epochs of 200 ms prior to stimulus onset and 1500 ms post-stimulus.
- Re-reference to an average reference electrode.
- Artifact-rejection: The staff member carrying out the experiment noted bad trials when the infants were not looking at the screen or moving. Additionally, in the remaining ‘good’ trials, channels were examined for artifacts introduced by motions (including eye motion). A maximum of 120 $\mu$V local deviation was allowed before being excluded. Also, trials with more than 40% contaminated channels were rejected.

6.3 Empirical Evaluation

- Baseline corrected using the 200 ms before onset.
- Averaging the remaining ‘artifact-free’\textsuperscript{4} epochs for each participant within each condition (5-months: 12 conditions, 12- and 15-months: 14 conditions), i.e. we obtain an average response for each condition for each subject.
- Band-pass filtered by 0.5-20Hz.

In order to make a fair comparison of how faces are perceived differently across the age groups, the scalp maps given in Fig. 6.6 only include stimuli durations that all age groups have in common, i.e. 50 ms, 100ms, 150ms, 200ms, and 250ms. The three age groups can be differentiated by the colored boxes surrounding the results. The first two rows within each age group illustrate the mean response to face-stimuli and stimuli of masked-faces, respectively. It is seen that all age groups lead to a quite strong activation of the temporal-occipital regions to both stimuli with faces and masked-faces. For the 12- and 15-months-old infants the visual components seem more localized in time, whereas the occipital-temporal region for the 5-months-old infants is activated for a longer period. Focusing on the mean responses for electrodes located in the occipital-temporal region (see the highlighted electrodes in Fig. 6.7) reveal that the 12- and 15-months indeed lead to a stronger response of shorter duration compared to the 5-months-old infants, c.f. the first column (leftmost column) in Fig. 6.8. The second and third columns in Fig. 6.8 show the responses for each stimuli duration for face and masked faces, respectively. Interestingly, it seems as if the amplitudes of the responses are proportional with the durations of the stimuli. The last column (rightmost) illustrates the difference between face and the control stimuli masked-faces for all durations as well. The difference between the responses to faces and masked-faces reveals the level of visibility of faces for the infants, i.e. we can examine how infants perceive objects as faces and how much time the infants need to recognize that the stimulus is a face and not just a masked-face. A difference between faces and masked-faces appears for the long durations (>100ms) for all age groups. However, in order to determine if there is a significant difference in the responses between faces and masked-faces across subjects we calculate Z-values for the three age groups based on the mean responses to faces and masked-faces for each subject within an age group. The scalp maps of the Z-values are provided in Fig. 6.6 with the rows denoted Z. It is noted that the age groups process faces differently. By comparing the 5-months-old infants with the 12- and 15-months-old infants it is seen that the 5-months-old infants do not have the late component around 1.1s after onset. It is believed that this late component can be associated with cognitive processing such as reflection of what did the image actually illustrate.

\textsuperscript{4}Of course epochs cannot be guaranteed to be fully artifact free. However, we can minimize the influence of detectable artifacts.
Source Modeling
In order to get a better understanding of how the infants process faces and masks, source imaging can be used to help revealing these processes by visualizing which brain regions that are active at a given time. The source activity reconstructed in this section is based on a BEM head model using the template MRIs mentioned above. We construct four forward models all with a cortical resolution of 5124 vertices and with the orientations of the forward fields perpendicular to the cortex. The four forward models differ in their conductivities:

- Forward model $A_1$ with conductivities brain:skull:scalp: 0.33:0.0041:0.33 S/m (conductivities used by most of the EEG toolboxes when analyzing adults).
- Forward model $A_2$ with conductivities brain:skull:scalp: 0.4:0.3:0.4 S/m.
- Forward model $A_3$ with conductivities brain:skull:scalp: 0.4:0.04:0.4 S/m.
- Forward model $A_4$ with conductivities brain:skull:scalp: 0.4:0.02:0.4 S/m.

Source reconstruction using the MN and LORETA methods in SPM8 was performed on the averaged ERP responses across subjects within an age group. Given the four forward models and two inverse methods, we obtain eight different source solutions for each age group. Log evidence and variance explained values are provided in Fig. 6.9-6.11 for the different age groups. According to the model evidence measure we should select forward model $A_1$ for the 5-months-old infants and the LORETA method. For the 12- and 15-months-old infants $A_4$ should lead to the best source estimates for describing the observed data. The choice of the forward model for the 5-months-old may seem a bit surprising as it selects a forward model with conductivity values normally applied in studies with adults. However, we need to recall that even conductivity values for adults are an ongoing discussion, and thus care must be taken when comparing the specific values relatively to adults. See e.g. [Oostendorp et al., 2000, Haueisen et al., 1997, Rush and Driscoll, 1969, Homma et al., 1995, Goncalves et al., 2003, Baysal and Haueisen, 2004] for a number of different conductivity values applied in the literature for adults. Also, for the 5-months-old infants the runner-up forward model is $A_4$, with a log evidence value relatively close to the log evidence value associated with forward model $A_1$. This could be an indication that more conductivity values need to be tested. As an indication of how much variance of the data is described by the different models, variance explained is demonstrated in Fig. 6.9-6.11. It is noted that the forward models providing the largest log evidence (less negative) not necessarily describe most of the observations, due to the fact that noise is also present in the recordings which should not be reconstructed as brain sources.
Given the log evidence measure we can select the source estimates with the largest evidence value for each of the ages and illustrate the source estimates - see Fig. 6.12. Here, we have reconstructed the source activity of the difference between a face response and a masked-face response. Similarly, as with the scalp maps we find one common step for the three age groups around 400ms-600ms, with the ventral (from the primary visual cortex V1 to the inferior temporal lobe) and dorsal (from the primary visual cortex V1 to the parietal lobe) streams being activated. This is well aligned with studies of adults [Bentin et al., 1996], in which the fusiform face area (FFA) has been linked to face processing. We note a second step around 1.0-1.1s after stimuli, mostly apparent in the 12- and 15-months-olds. Here, the temporal lobe is being activated once more. Additionally, the 15-months-old infants have increased activation in the parietal lobe, which are normally associated with spatial processing tasks.

6.4 Related Work

The current study is well aligned with a previous EEG study of face visibility in 5 months old infants [Gelskov and Kouider, 2010]. In this paper it was indicated that the minimum duration of a face to be presented is somewhere between 100-150ms in order for the face to be visible for this specific age group. While the analysis performed in [Gelskov and Kouider, 2010] was carried out in sensor space this chapter have performed an analysis in both sensor and source space. In contrast to [Gelskov and Kouider, 2010] the paradigm presented in this chapter make use of objects centrally placed on a screen in order to minimize movement artifacts in the EEG signal.

The paradigm applied here is quite related to an experiment on adults, which have been presented in [Del Cul et al., 2007]. In [Del Cul et al., 2007] the temporal threshold for adults was found to be in the order of 50ms.

Of alternative EEG work with infants, the [Bernal et al., 2010] can be mentioned. Here, it is demonstrated that 2-year-olds can compute syntactic structures when they listen to a spoken sentence. The discovery that children in fact already at this early stage can compute syntactic structures was performed by EEG source imaging. The analysis of the 2-year-olds applied a single 3-shells model, however without specifying which conductivity values that were used.

Attention of infants have recently been studied using an odd-ball experiment in [Reynolds et al., 2010] with a more detailed description of its source localization approach presented in [Reynolds and Richards, 2009]. Both of these works performed source localization by decomposing the EEG signal into ICA com-
ponents after which each position of the components were reconstructed using an Equivalent Current Dipole (ECD) approach (a parametric method), [Scherg, 1990, Scherg et al., 1999]. In [Reynolds et al., 2010] both 3-spheres and realistic FEM models were applied and a difference in the reconstructed source position was detected.

In contrast to previous work on source localization in infants this work apply a number of forward models and then take advantage of the model evidence measure as an indicator of which forward model is most suitable to describe the observations. In fact the approach of using the model evidence to perform forward model selection (in both infants and adults) is to the authors knowledge the first of its kind in EEG. However, the main idea of using the model evidence as a tool for performing forward model selection have been reported by [Henson et al., 2009] for MEG forward models. As mentioned in Chapter 4.3, [Henson et al., 2009] uses the model evidence to compare different types of head models; single-sphere, overlapping sphere, and BEM. Furthermore, they used the model evidence to examine the cortical resolution and the influence of constraining the source orientation to be perpendicular to the cortex. While forward model selection in this chapter is validated on simulated data and applied to real EEG data, [Henson et al., 2009] focuses entirely on MEG forward model selection in real data. The lack of simulations in [Henson et al., 2009] makes it hard to validate that the model evidence actually can be used as a guide for selecting a forward model that resembles the true forward model best. Additionally, [Henson et al., 2009] does not examine the usage of the model evidence to reveal the optimal conductivity values for the forward model.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter we have analyzed real EEG data of how infants aged 5-, 12-, and 15-months perceive images of faces and masked-faces. As the work presented in this chapter is still in progress, [Kouider et al., 2011, Stahlhut et al., 2011], a first attempt has been to apply standard inverse methods accepted by the neuroimaging community. Indeed, both the SOFOMORE and the Aquavit model would have been highly relevant to apply as well on this data set. Hereby, a comparison of these source estimates with the ones obtained by the minimum norm and LORETA methods implemented in SPM could be obtained.

Of serious concern when studying infants is their level of concentration as movements may be dominating the recordings. As an attempt to neutralize such artifacts in the EEG a staff member conducting the experiment observed the experiment and noted such movements. Additionally, each trial has been exam-
We have proposed to assist the standard inverse methods by forward model selection in order to obtain the most suitable forward model for describing the observed data. Its applicability have been demonstrated on both simulated data and the real EEG data. Forward model selection was performed using the model evidence measure. In fact the model evidence was obtained through a ReML scheme, c.f. [Friston et al., 2007], implemented in SPM8.

The EEG source analysis presented here revealed activation of the ventral and dorsal stream in all three age groups. The activation step arised approximately 400ms after the images were presented. Additionally, an activation step approximately 1000ms after onset was present in the EEG of the 12- and 15-months-old infants. This component was most visible in the source estimates for the 15-months-old where both temporal and parietal regions were activated. It would be interesting to apply more advanced EEG analysis techniques such as multi-way approaches [Mørup, 2011] in order to take e.g. variability across trials within the same condition into consideration. Multi-way approaches have demonstrated that they are able to capture components that otherwise are averaged out in ‘standard’ EEG analysis.
Figure 6.3: Source estimates obtained by MN using different brain:skull conductivity ratios (Cratio). Note that the scale of the y-axis is $10^{-4}$ in (c).
Figure 6.4: Source estimates obtained by LORETA using different brain:skull conductivity ratios (Cratio). Note that the scale of the y-axis is $10^{-4}$ in (c).
Figure 6.5: **Log evidence values and variance explained** for the two inverse methods MN and LORETA applied to three different forward models with different brain-skull conductivity ratio (Cratio). Applying the true source configuration has a variance explained measure of 75.0.
Figure 6.6: **Scalp maps** of the 5- (blue), 12- (red), 15-months-old (purple) infants responses to stimuli faces (F) and masks (M) with steps of 100 ms starting at onset. Scalp maps of the responses to faces and masks are collapsed over the common durations of the age groups (i.e. stimuli durations of 50-250ms). The Z-value of the mean difference of faces and masks for each durations across subjects is given in the rows indicated with Z.
Figure 6.7: Selected channels in the occipital-temporal region. Used to explore the response for this region in Fig. 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Time series for mean responses of the channels highlighted in Fig. 6.7 of the 5- (blue), 12- (red), 15-months-old (purple) infants. First column shows the mean responses across the common durations for the age groups (50-250ms).
Figure 6.9: **Log evidence values and variance explained** for the two inverse methods MN and LORETA applied to the four forward models A1, A2, A3, and A4. Age group 5-months-old infants.

Figure 6.10: **Log evidence values and variance explained** for the two inverse methods MN and LORETA applied to the four forward models A1, A2, A3, and A4. Age group 12-months-old infants.
Figure 6.11: **Log evidence and variance explained** for the two inverse methods MN and LORETA applied to the four forward models \( A1 \), \( A2 \), \( A3 \), and \( A4 \). Age group **15-months-old infants**.
Figure 6.12: **Brain images of reconstructed source activity** of the 5- (blue), 12- (red), 15-months-old (purple) infants. The brain images demonstrate the source activity of the mean difference between the faces and the masks across the common durations (50-250ms) for the age groups. Note that in contrast to the 15-months-old infants, the 5-months-old infants only have very limited activation in the parietal region around 1.0s after onset. T: Top view, L: Left view, R: Right view, and B: Bottom view.
In this thesis we have critically examined the role of the forward fields - connecting current sources within the brain to the sensors at the scalp - in functional brain imaging by EEG. Using EEG as a functional brain imaging tool enables us to obtain a window to the human mind such that we can inspect the temporal processes being carried out. In order to benefit fully from an EEG window to the living brain it must provide us with brain images with high spatial and temporal accuracy. Naturally, the required spatial accuracy is related to the specific brain process needed to be decoded. In this thesis we have investigated how reconstructed sources may be confused with other sources as a consequence of the presence of noise and inadequate forward models. Depending on the amount of source confusion, this spells an erroneous foundation for interpreting a given cognitive task at hand. We have demonstrated that the amount of source confusion is highly dependent on which region a source belong to and the type of forward field errors which are likely to be present. In order to counteract potential errors in the forward model affecting the source estimates, a first attempt of performing simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction (SOFOMORE) have been presented. Among related work [Lew et al., 2007] should be highlighted as this work to the authors knowledge is the first to jointly estimating the unknown brain-skull conductivity ratio in an equivalent dipole setting. The extension by [Plis et al., 2007] to the work presented by [Lew et al., 2007] should be mentioned as well. In [Plis et al., 2007] estimation of the brain-skull conductivity ratio is formulated using a probabilistic distributed
model. However, the approach proposed in our work, SOFOMORE, differs by applying a much more flexible correction of the forward fields represented as a fully stochastic forward model. A serious concern with such an approach is the risk of overfitting. To avoid this we apply an ARD-like prior, which is known for its ability to prune away parameters not contributing significantly to the modeling of the observed data. We have established evidence that SOFOMORE is superior to an equivalent model with a fixed forward model.

While correct forward fields are important for the source estimates, accurate modeling of the relevant temporal processes is just as important when decoding cognitive tasks in human brain. Thus, a novel method making use of temporal basis functions is presented. Applying temporal basis functions is not new to functional neuroimaging, however, in contrast to previous work [Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008, Bolstad et al., 2009, Sahani and Nagarajan, 2004] we proposed the Aquavit model, a generative hierarchical Bayesian model encouraging sparse spatial and temporal smooth source estimates. The temporal smooth sources are obtained using a sparse set of temporal basis functions. In contrast to, e.g. [Bolstad et al., 2009], the Aquavit model also includes a ‘source noise’ term, which is important when the selected temporal basis set is not suitable for the data at hand. We demonstrated that Aquavit is able to trade-off its temporal representation of the sources between the set of predefined temporal basis functions and the ‘source noise’ to handle situations where the temporal basis set is not completely suitable to describe the data. Interestingly, the Aquavit also demonstrates that in situations where the pre-defined temporal basis set is very suitable for the data, the estimated sources inherit temporal patterns determined by the basis set.

Finally, this thesis has presented an analysis of face visibility in infants. Obtaining accurate forward models for the infants are even more difficult than in adults, as individual MRIs are challenging unless as we want to avoid to sedate the infants. The work included EEG forward model selection based on a free energy approximation to the model evidence. The EEG analysis was carried out using standard inverse methods (minimum norm and LORETA) implemented in the software package SPM8 to ease comparison of results among cognitive psychologists. The analysis demonstrated a temporal-visual component at 400ms after stimulus for all three age groups (5-, 12-, and 15-months-old infants) and for the 12- and 15-months-old infants a later component at 1000ms after stimulus. The component was mostly apparent in the 15-months-old infants and may be associated with complex processing such as reflection of what the image actually illustrated as both temporal and parietal regions were invoked.

Further Directions
During the PhD study a number of exciting research directions have become apparent. In the following suggestions for further work within this field are
listed:

- In continuation of the EEG analysis of data from infants a natural extension of the source localization performed here is to apply the SOFOMORE model to examine its performance and compare it to the results obtained from the forward model selection.

- Combine the SOFOMORE and Aquavit models such that the forward model correction is assisted with temporal reliable functions. This could help restricting the SOFOMORE model. As a first attempt we could assist the SOFOMORE with a fixed temporal basis function without the ‘source noise’ term to reduce the number of unknowns.

- Extension of the Aquavit model: Without too much work this model could be extended to include spatial basis functions as well, which are likely to remove spurious sources.

- Further extension of the Aquavit model: Instead of predefining the temporal basis functions, it could be interesting to estimate the temporal functions jointly with the spatio-temporal maps, i.e. like in an ICA manner just on the source level. However, a concern with such an approach is the risk that the solution might not be identifiable if not assisted with additional constraints such as region specific constraints if this is possible.

- In the current configuration both the SOFOMORE and Aquavit model benefits from ARD-like priors. It would be interesting to apply other sparsity priors such as a Laplace prior and compare the performance with the ARD priors.

- As EEG brain imaging is a highly ill-posed problem, advanced inverse methods may reduce source confusion to some extent, e.g. by jointly optimizing forward fields and the sources, as in the SOFOMORE. However, source confusion still remains a serious concern for EEG analysis. One approach to accomplish 'trustable' models is to examine the accuracy of the models in combination with how well the models actually generalize, e.g. by inspecting their predictive accuracy versus their reproducibility. The worth of such techniques has among others been demonstrated in [Strother et al., 2002]. Similarly, a Bayesian formulation based on the same principle was proposed in [Jacobsen et al., 2008]. Such approaches can be used to perform model selection.

- In order to decode the temporal processes carried out by the human brain, so-called functional connectivity analysis [Bressler et al., 2007, Haufe et al., 2009] could be of interest. Hereby, it can be determined how activity occurring in some regions affects other regions in the brain at a later
point. In relation to the source reconstruction presented in this thesis, this would correspond to adding an extra layer of analysis in which the reconstructed sources are inputs and the outputs are directions arrows combining the reconstructed sources in space and time.

- Finally, it could be interesting to explore real-time EEG brain imaging as this would allow new types of experiments to be conducted. For example with online ‘brain state’ detection we would be able to select a proper stimulus depending on the brain state the subject is currently in.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a new EEG source localization method that simultaneously performs Source and Forward Model Reconstruction (SOFOMORE) in a hierarchical Bayesian framework. Reconstruction of the forward model is motivated by the many uncertainties involved in the forward model, including the representation of the cortical surface, conductivity distribution, and electrode positions. We demonstrate in both simulated and real EEG data that reconstruction of the forward model improves localization of the underlying sources.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Functional neuroimaging by PET and fMRI has added considerably to our understanding of the spatial distribution of information processing in the human brain. To better understand the temporal aspects of systems neuroscience electro- and magneto-encephalography (EEG, MEG) are promising modalities due to their high temporal resolution. In addition, EEG is attractive as it can be acquired under more naturalistic conditions than PET, fMRI, and MEG. Unfortunately, brain mapping by EEG is an ill-posed problem and relatively strong assumptions are needed for regularization. In the existing literature of source reconstruction significant efforts have been devoted to methods that incorporate spatio-temporal priors to accommodate for focal source distributions under the assumption that the forward model is known. Such inverse methods are typically classified as equivalent current dipole (ECD) or distributed models. ECD models assume that the sources can be described by a small number of ECDs [1], such that the problem is restricted to identify their location and orientation. Distributed models normally assume distributed currents with dipoles oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface. To solve the inverse problem several prior assumptions have been suggested such as mathematical constraints like the (weighted) minimum norm [2] and maximal smoothness [3] properties. Other priors such as anatomical, physiological, and temporal information [4, 5, 6] have also been proposed. Integrating such prior assumptions into the source reconstruction problem is conveniently implemented in a Bayesian framework. Common to existing source localization methods is that they perform the inversion under the assumption that the forward model is known. However, many noisy processes compromise the forward model, including the representation of the conductivity distribution, the cortical surface, and electrode positions. When ‘realistic head models’ are constructed from tissue segmentation based on e.g. structural MRI, the geometry of the head model is affected by the resolution and tissue segmentation errors. Such geometric errors can be represented as small magnitude perturbations of the head model shape [7]. Due to the dependence of the head model in the ill-posed EEG source reconstruction problem these uncertainties will also affect the source estimation. Here, we will make a first attempt to correct the uncertain forward model simultaneously with the source localization in order to obtain a more reliable source estimate. Recently, a similar aim was pursued in [8, 9], however, from quite a different perspective than ours. In [8] the geometric structure of the forward model is assumed known, while the skull-brain conductivity ratio is an unknown parameter which is estimated simultaneously with the sources. Similar, [9] reported a probabilistic distributed model to account for uncertainty in the skull conductivity. In this contribution, we suggest a more uncommitted approach in which the complete forward model is considered ‘uncertain’. Thus, we approach the EEG source localization problem with a hierarchical Bayesian model that simultaneously perform Source and Forward Model Reconstruction, in short, the SOFOMORE method.

2. METHODS
2.1. The Forward Model
The relationship between the recorded EEG \( M = \{m_t\}_{t=1}^{N_t} \) from an array of \( N_s \) sensors placed on the scalp and the neural current activity in the brain is given by

\[
M = AS + E. \tag{1}
\]

where \( A \) is the forward model consisting of a set of forward fields \( \{a_i\}_{i=1}^{N_d} \) corresponding to each of the dipoles in the primary source current denoted \( S = \{s_t\}_{t=1}^{N_t} \). We assume the
orientations of current dipoles at the vertices to be perpen-
dicular to the cortical surface and the measurement noise $E$ is modeled as additive zero-mean Gaussian distributed. The forward model was estimated by the SPM5 academic soft-
ware (http://www.fil.lion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), based on routines from BrainStorm (http://neuroimage.usc.
edu/brainstorm/) as a basic three-spheres (scalp, skull, brain) head model.

2.2. SOFOMORE: A Hierarchical Bayes Approach

Given the linear relationship in Eq. (1) and the Gaussian noise model, for which we will denote the precision by $\beta$, the likeli-
hood, $p(M|S,A,\beta)$, can be expressed as a product of multi-
variate Gaussian distributions $m_\nu \sim N(\text{As}_\nu ; \beta_1^{-1} I_{K_\nu})$. Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the hierarchical model. For the sources we apply a quite similar hierarchical prior as [6], i.e. a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian distribution with a diagonal precision matrix $D$, with elements $\alpha = \{\alpha_i\}_{i=1}^N$, i.e., $s_\nu \sim N(0, D^{-1})$. In contrast to [6] we model the uncer-
tainty of the forward fields, which is performed by indepen-
dent multivariate Gaussian distributions with prior mean $n^{(0)}$ and precision $\gamma$, $n_\nu \sim N(n^{(0)} ; \gamma^{-1} I_{K_\nu})$. The prior mean of the $j$th forward field is obtained from the solution to the for-
ward problem. An assignment of a parameter to each of the forward fields allow us to automatically control which of the forward fields that should be corrected if necessary. Hereby, mainly the forward fields for the active sources have to be corre-
ccted and the rest remain unchanged if these precisions are large. Conjugate priors for all the precision parameters have been used, with skewness parameter $\nu_\nu$ and inverse scale pa-
rameter $\zeta_\nu$, see Fig.1, i.e. precision parameter $x$ is modeled with a Gamma distribution $\gamma(x | \nu_\nu, \zeta_\nu)$.

2.2.1. Variational Bayesian Formulation

The Bayesian framework provides the complete joint poste-
rior of sources and parameters given the observed data $M$. As a representation of the sources we use the marginal posterior distribution

$$p(S|M) = \frac{p(M|S)}{p(M)} = \int p(M, \theta) d\theta$$

(2)

| Table 1. VB updates for hierarchical model with ($) denoting the expectation and \( I_j \) the \( j \)th lead field i.e. \( j \)th row in $A$. $G$ is a diagonal matrix with $\lambda$ in the diagonal, $\psi()$ is the digamma function and its derivative is $\psi'(\cdot)$. Hyperparameters of the form $\nu$ and $\zeta$ are updated using Newton-Raphson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>VB update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_\nu \sim N(n^{(0)} ; \gamma^{-1} I_{K_\nu})$</td>
<td>$\theta_\nu = \frac{n_\nu}{\gamma}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_\nu \sim N(\text{As}<em>\nu ; \beta_1^{-1} I</em>{K_\nu})$</td>
<td>$\beta_\nu = \beta_1 + \frac{1}{\lambda}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi(\gamma_\nu)$</td>
<td>$\gamma_\nu = \frac{1}{\lambda}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \beta, \gamma\}$, $\theta_{SG}$ denotes parameter set $\theta$ except for $S$, $p(M, \theta)$ is the joint distribution, and $p(M)$ is the marginal likelihood. Due to the hierarchical structure of the model, the marginal likelihood becomes analytically in-
tractable. Thus, approximations are needed and we will ap-
ply a standard Variational Bayesian (VB) framework [10], in which the joint posterior $p(\theta | M)$ is approximated by a pa-
rameterized simpler distribution $q(\theta)$ whose parameters are determined by maximizing the bound on the marginal likelihood obtained through Jensen’s inequality,

$$\mathcal{L} = -\ln \int p(M, \theta) d\theta \geq -\ln q(\theta) + \int q(\theta) \ln \frac{p(M, \theta)}{q(\theta)} d\theta$$

(3)

The approximate posterior is taken as fully factored in the parameters $\theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \beta, \gamma\}$. The resulting sequential VB updates are given in Tab.1.

3. EXPERIMENTS

We demonstrate the viability of the SOFOMORE approach on simulated data and real EEG data. We will show that es-
timation of the forward model matters, by comparing recon-
structed sources with the corresponding model with fixed for-
ward model. The results in this section are for clarity obtained by operating directly on the measurement $M$ without pre-
processing of data like bandpass filtering or use of temporal-
subspaces. Extensions to include this can be performed and
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will in general improve performance, future work will concern this important issue.

3.1. Simulations

In the simulations we construct a source signal of a half sine of duration 50ms with a starting time at \( t = 25ms \) for a small set of sources located in the occipital lobe, as illustrated in the SPM glass-brain representation in Fig.2(a). Note that minor activity seems to appear at the inner part of the left hemisphere, which is due to the mapping from cortex to the glass-brain representation. The simulated clean EEG was constructed with forward model consisting of 3-spheres with tissue conductivities brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.0041:0.33 S/m (ratio 1:1/80:1) and dimension \( 128 \times 7204 \). We corrupted the clean EEG with ‘realistic EEG noise’ obtained from the pre-stimulus period in an evoked EEG study described in Sec. 3.2. We applied a signal-to-noise ratio \( \text{SNR} = 10 \), with \( \text{SNR} \) defined as \( \text{SNR} = \frac{P_{c EEG}}{P_{noise}} \), where \( P_{c EEG} \) and \( P_{noise} \) are the power of the clean EEG and noise, respectively. Conductivity errors were added to one of the forward models used in the source localization. In the source reconstruction we used a cortical resolution of 4004 vertices, such that the ‘true’ forward model has a higher spatial resolution. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the estimated source densities at the time \( t = 50ms \), which corresponds to the time point where we have the maximum amplitude of the EEG. In these figures no corrections of the forward fields are performed but different conductivities have been used. In both cases erroneous activity is estimated in the right pre-motor area (indicated with a circle in the figure). However, a ‘correct’ choice of conductivities also leads to quite good localization of the true sources. In contrast an erroneous choice of conductivities in Fig.3(a) results in poorer reconstruction of the true sources. The poorer reconstruction can also be seen from a lower log-evidence value and an increase in the variance explained (VE) compared to the correct one in Fig.2(a). The percentages of variance explained in both models are larger than the ‘true’ value (88.2%), indicating some overfitting. In Figs.3(c)–(d) we use the same forward models as in Figs.3(a)-(b) as prior means \((\mathbf{A}^{(0)})\) in the SOFOMORE model. Indeed the combined Bayesian estimation of forward model and source density leads to a better estimation of the true source density in both cases. Moreover, the resulting estimates are quite similar. However, the model with ‘correct’ prior mean explains 91.7% of the data variance, which is closer to the true value than the one with the erroneous forward model taken as prior mean. Additionally, the model in Fig. 3(d) has a much larger log-evidence value, indicating a more likely model.

**Fig. 2.** Simulated source density and EEG. VE: Variance explained.

3.2. Real EEG data

This EEG data set is part of a multi-modal study on face perception, where faces and scrambled faces were presented for 600ms every 3600ms to a subject. A detailed description of the experiment is given in [11] and http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm (where the data is available for download). In this contribution we reconstruct the average event related potential (ERP) of trials involving real faces as stimuli. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) the estimated activity is illustrated at \( t = 170ms \) after stimulus, without and with integration of the reconstruction of the forward fields respectively. When there is no correction of the forward fields the reconstruction results in quite scattered activity, with a prominent
voxel located in the right temporal lobe and less prominent voxels in the right occipital region. In contrast the SOFO-MORE model leads to improved localization of activity in the visual cortex with minor activity in the fusiform gyrus, which is known to be connected with face processing. This result is well-aligned with results reported in [12]. Please note that no spatial smoothing has been performed in our results, which would probably give better localized sources for the case without corrections of $A$. Moreover, the columns of the forward matrix can be normalized such that the enhancement of the superficial sources is reduced.

![256 most active dipoles](image)

(a) No corrections of $A$

(b) Corrections of $A$

Fig. 4. Estimated activity $t = 170\text{ms}$ after stimulus and weighted by the square root of the inverse variance $\alpha$ when no corrections of forward fields are performed and when corrections are integrated into the source localization method. Tissue conductivities brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.0041:0.33S/m are used. VE: Variance explained.

4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a hierarchical Bayesian framework for simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction aimed at an improved source density estimate. Results from simulations and real EEG data illustrated the applicability of the model. We found that the combined reconstruction resulted in more localized activity with fewer large distance errors, in comparison with a similar model with a fixed forward model. Overfitting is a serious concern in the extended model. By invoking a flexible prior on the forward model corrections relative to the prior mean - the standard forward model - are only made where it is necessary, hence reducing overfit. Future work concerns the performance of the SOFOMORE model on more realistic head models based on boundary element method and finite element method and more realistic priors with temporal structure.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose an approach to handle forward model uncertainty for EEG source reconstruction. A stochastic forward model is motivated by the many uncertain contributions that form the forward propagation model including the tissue conductivity distribution, the cortical surface, and electrode positions. We first present a hierarchical Bayesian framework for EEG source localization that jointly performs source and forward model reconstruction (SOFOMORE). Secondly, we evaluate the SOFOMORE model by comparison with source reconstruction methods that use fixed forward models. Simulated and real EEG data demonstrate that invoking a stochastic forward model leads to improved source estimates.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the electrical activity that arises from neurons in the brain by an array of sensors placed on the scalp. We are interested in reconstruction of the EEG source generators, which is known as the inverse problem with a mapping from source space to sensor space that is many to one. Despite the fact that EEG source reconstruction is a severe ill-posed problem it contains highly interesting information for the functional imaging community due to its high temporal resolution in comparison with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). The relation between the measured EEG signal and the current sources within the brain can under the quasi-static approximation of Maxwell’s equation be expressed as a linear combination of the sources in the so-called forward problem. Given the measured EEG signal \( \mathbf{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_t \times N_s} \) and the current sources \( \mathbf{S} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_s} \) with \( N_c, N_s, \) and \( N_t \) denoting the number of channels, dipoles, and time samples, respectively, the forward relation is given by, 

\[
\mathbf{M} = \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{E}, \quad (1)
\]

where the noise \( \mathbf{E} \) is assumed additive. The interrelationship between the sensors and the current sources is given by the lead field matrix/forward model \( \mathbf{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_t \times N_c} \) with the rows referred to as the lead fields for the sensors and the columns as the forward fields for the sources. In this contribution we assume the orientations of the dipoles at the vertices to be perpendicular to cortex. However, a more flexible orientation can be incorporated by inclusion of three columns in \( \mathbf{A} \) per dipole corresponding to the three directional components. Different levels of complexity of the head model exist, where the spherical head model, the boundary element method (BEM), and finite element methods (FEM) are examples of increasingly complex models, [2], [3].

To obtain a unique solution when solving the inverse EEG problem additional information or constraints such as anatomical, physiological, and mathematical properties are needed, [4]–[7]. This has led to a development of a vast number of inverse methods in the literature. One approach used is to restrict the estimated current sources to a limited number of current dipoles. This can lead to an overdetermined inverse problem where the limited set of dipoles is then fitted to the data by minimizing a measure of reconstruction error such that the location, orientation, and amplitude of the dipoles can be obtained, [8]. A different class of inverse methods is the so-called distributed models also known as source imaging techniques, where a distribution of the current sources is recovered. The well-known minimum norm (MN) estimate [9] reconstructs a source distribution that minimizes the \( l_2 \)-norm of the measurements and the explained EEG by a given source configuration.

Embedding prior assumptions of the sources \( S \) into the reconstruction problem is conveniently implemented in a Bayesian framework with the use of the prior distribution \( p(\mathbf{S}) \). In fact this important choice of prior primarily differentiates the different source localization methods. Given the observed data we can now use the marginal posterior distribution as representation of the unknown sources,

\[
p(S|M) = \frac{p(M,S)}{p(M)} = \frac{\int p(M|\theta) p(\theta) d\theta \, n}{p(M)} \quad (2)
\]

where \( \theta \) is a set of parameters for the model including \( S \) and \( \theta_{\theta} \) denotes the parameter set \( \theta \) except for \( S \). To obtain the
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posterior distribution for \( S \) we marginalize all other parameters than \( S \). The distribution \( p(M) \) is the marginal likelihood also referred to as the model evidence and is given by \( p(M) = \int p(M | \theta) p(\theta) \, d\theta \). The model evidence is important for model comparison. Since all parameters are integrated out to obtain the model evidence, the Bayesian framework naturally favors simpler models over more complex models that a priori can model a larger range of data sets. Unfortunately, the marginal likelihood becomes intractable for most prior distributions, and thereby the posterior \( p(S | M) \) cannot be computed either. Thus, approximate methods e.g. Laplace approximation [10], variational Bayesian (VB) [6], [11], and markov chain monte carlo (MCMC) sampling [12] have been used.

While existing source localization methods perform the inversion under the assumption that the forward model is known, we will treat the source reconstruction problem without making this assumption about the forward model. This is motivated by the many noise processes that contribute to the forward model, including the representation of the cortical surface, the conductivity distribution, and electrode positions. When ‘realistic head models’ are constructed from tissue segmentation based e.g. structural MRI, the geometry of the head model is affected by the resolution and tissue segmentation errors. The issue of modeling the forward process was recently pursued in [12], [13] from quite a different viewpoint than ours. In [13] the basic structure of the forward model is assumed known, while the skull-brain conductivity ratio is an unknown parameter which is estimated simultaneously with a few sources in a dipole fit setting. Similarly, [12] has proposed a probabilistic approach for distributed models to account for uncertainties in the skull conductivity. Here, we apply a more unconstrained approach by modeling the whole forward model as uncertain using a prior distribution for the forward model. We propose a first attempt for distributed models to perform simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction, in short the SOFOMORE model [14]. In this paper we focus on the evaluation of the performance of modeling the forward propagation model in the SOFOMORE model in relation to the MN method.

2. METHODS

Given the linear relation in Eq. 1 and if we assume the noise to be time independent multivariate Gaussian distributed, the likelihood for a single time point \( t \) can be expressed as

\[
p(m_t, s_t, \Sigma_e) = \mathcal{N}(m_t | A \alpha + s_t \Sigma_e^{-1}, \Sigma_e)
\]

where \( \Sigma_e \) is the noise covariance matrix. For simplicity we assume no temporal correlation. However, this can also be integrated as outlined in [10]. In the remainder of this paper we assume \( \Sigma_e = \beta^{-1} I_N \). In a minimum norm setting a multivariate Gaussian prior for the sources with zero mean and covariance \( \alpha^{-1} I_N \) is assumed. Moreover, it is assumed that the forward propagation model \( A = A^{(0)} \) is known. With the use of Bayes rule Eq. 2 it is seen that the posterior distribution is maximized by

\[
\Sigma_M = \left( A^{(0)} (\alpha^{-1} I_N) A^{(0)T} + \beta^{-1} I_N \right)^{-1}
\]

\[
S_{MN} = \left( \alpha^{-1} I_N \right) A^{(0)T} \Sigma_M M.
\]

It is noted that since the likelihood and prior are both Gaussian distributions, the posterior and marginal likelihood will also be Gaussian distributions. The estimation of the sources, the precision parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are performed using a standard expectation-maximization (EM) scheme [11].

In contrast to the MN formulation we here propose a hierarchical model that incorporates corrections of the forward fields simultaneously with the source estimation. As prior for the current sources we use a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian distribution with a diagonal precision matrix \( D \), where the diagonal elements are \( \alpha = (\gamma_i)^{c_i} \), \( s_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, D^{-1}) \). Hereby, the dipoles can have different variances corresponding to some dipoles being expected to be more active than others. The current variances are assumed to not change over the time period \( t = 1 : N_t \) and are estimated by an automatic relevance determination prior (ARD) quite similar to [6]. Thus, we have \( \pi(\gamma_i | \mu_i, \nu_i, \gamma_0) = \mathcal{G}(\mu_i, \nu_i, \gamma_0) \) where \( \mathcal{G} \) is the Gamma distribution with skewness parameter \( \nu_i \) and inverse scale parameter \( \gamma_0 \), such that the mean is given by \( \mu_i, \nu_i, \gamma_0 \) and the variance \( \nu_i, \gamma_0/\nu_i^2 \).

We regard the forward model as a stochastic process, in which the forward propagation model \( A^{(0)} \) is used as a mean value in a multivariate Gaussian prior. Each of the forward fields are modeled as independent, such that the prior distribution of a single forward field is given by prior mean \( a_i^{(0)} \) (i’th column in \( A^{(0)} \)) and precision \( \gamma_i \), i.e.

\[
p \left( A^{(0)} | \gamma \right) = \prod_{i=1}^{N_t} \mathcal{N}(a_i^{(0)} | \gamma^{-1} I_N)
\]

where \( \gamma = \{ \gamma_i \}_{i=1}^{N_t} \). Assigning each of the forward fields a precision parameter allows us to differentiate between the amounts of correction of the forward fields that should be performed. This is motivated by the belief that some regions in the brain are more affected than others. Similar to the precision parameters of the current sources, the precision parameters for the forward fields are also modeled by conjugate prior distributions, i.e. \( \gamma \sim \mathcal{G}(\nu_i, \gamma_0) \). Likewise, the inverse noise variance is assumed to be Gamma distributed, \( \mathcal{G}(\beta | \mu_{\gamma}, \nu_{\gamma}) \). We note that the MN estimate is a special case of the SOFOMORE solution, where the prior for the forward fields are just delta functions centered at \( a_i^{(0)} \) and moreover the values of precisions for the current sources are all equal.
Given the hierarchical structure of the SOFOMORE model with the parameters \( \theta = [S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta] \), the marginal posterior distribution of the current sources becomes analytically intractable, thus, approximations are needed. We apply a standard VB framework \([11]\), in which a parameterized simpler distribution \( q(\theta) \) approximates the true joint posterior \( p(\theta | M) \). In the VB framework the parameters of the \( q(\theta) \) distribution are determined with a maximization of a lower bound of the marginal likelihood obtained by the Jensen’s inequality,

\[
\mathcal{L} = \ln \int p(M | \theta) p(\theta) \, d\theta \geq \int q(\theta) \ln \frac{p(M | \theta) p(\theta)}{q(\theta)} \, d\theta
\]

We assume factorization in the parameters \( \theta = [S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta] \) of the approximate posterior \( q(\theta) \). This leads to the sequential VB updates as illustrated in Fig. 1, where each of the approximated marginal posterior distributions of the parameters can be seen.

3. EXPERIMENTS

We demonstrate the effects of the SOFOMORE model source reconstruction for both simulated and real EEG data. We present the recovered source density estimates both with and without estimated forward fields. Besides the MN method with a fixed forward model, we also compare the SOFOMORE model with a model with a similar hierarchical structure as the SOFOMORE, however, with a fixed forward field, i.e., no \( A \)- or \( \gamma \)-steps are performed. We denote this model as the ARD model, due to its ARD prior on the sources. For clarity of the results, the methods work directly on the measurements \( M \), i.e., no pre-processing is performed. However, pre-processing will in general improve the performance. As validation metrics we use the mean square error (MSE), variance explained (VE), degree of focalization (DF), and area under the receiver operating curves (AUC). Definition of the validation metrics is given in Tab. 1 in section 3.1.

3.1. Simulations

In the simulations a small cortical area in the left occipital lobe is simulated as active. The source signal consists of a half sine of duration 50ms starting at \( t=25ms \). The simulated sources at \( t=50ms \) are shown in the SPM glass-brain representation in Fig. 2. Due to the mapping from cortex to the glass-brain representation, minor activity seems to appear at the inner part of left hemisphere. Moreover, Fig. 2 shows the time series of the simulated sources. The first 256 rows in the image are the 256 most active sources and the last 256 rows below the black horizontal line in the image are 256 randomly drawn sources with the 256 most active sources excluded. This will give an idea of the amount of noise present in the estimated solution. Note, that since this figure shows the simulated sources, only a minor part of the most active sources are active. The corresponding simulated EEG consists of the clean EEG constructed with a 3-spheres forward model by SPM5 with tissue conductivities brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.004:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1:80:1) and dimension 128 \( \times \) 7204 added with ‘realistic EEG noise’. The amount of noise added to the clean EEG signal is in the order of a SNR = 10 similar to [6], with SNR defined as the ratio between the power of the clean EEG and the noise. The noise is adopted from an evoked EEG study described in Sec. 3.2, where we have used the pre-stimulus period as noise. For source estimation three different 3-spheres head models with a lower spatial resolution than the ‘true’ forward model is used, and two of these are added with conductivity errors. In Fig. 3 both the location and the time series of the estimated source densities for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE are shown. The estimated sources illustrated on the SPM glass brain correspond to the time point \( t=50ms \). In this figure a forward model with ‘erroneous’ conductivity value for the skull (0.0223 S/m) has been used. The MN estimate leads to a quite good localization of the main activity in the occipital lobe, however, also minor activity in the right pre-motor area is reconstructed. In the image with the time series included, it is seen that the MN solution also reconstructs quite a bit of activity outside the time period 25-75ms where no activity should be present. Compared to the MN solution, the source reconstruction using the ARD model is very sparse with a dominant source located correctly in left occipital region. However, the ARD model also captures minor activity in the pre-motor area. It is noted that the amplitude of the active sources are much higher than the simulated ones, since only a few account for most of the energy in the EEG signal. In contrast, the SOFOMORE model only reconstructs...
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the SOFOMORE model in a VB formulation. A fully factorized model in \( \theta = \{S, A, \alpha, \gamma, \beta\} \) is applied, where each of the VB updates can be seen with their corresponding approximate posterior distribution to the right. The log evidence of the model is denoted \( F \), which includes Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences of the approximate posterior distributions and their prior distributions. Following notations are used \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denoting the expectation, \( l_{ij} \) the \( j \)’th row in \( A \), and \( G \) a diagonal matrix with \( \lambda \) in the diagonal. Furthermore, \( \psi(\cdot) \) is the digamma function and its derivative is \( \psi'(\cdot) \).

Hyper-hyperparameters of the form \( \nu_x \) and \( \zeta_x \) are updated using Newton-Raphson.

3.2. Real EEG data

In this section real EEG data is used, which is from a multi-modal study on face perception, where faces and scrambled faces were presented for 600ms every 3600ms to a subject. A detailed description of the experiment is given in [15] and [16] (where the data is available for download). In this contribution we reconstruct the average event related potential (ERP) of trials.
Table 2. Results of validation metrics for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE on three forward models with different conductivity ratios. SOFOMORE performs best in the metrics MSE, VE and AUC. Optimal value for VE is 88.2%. Note that MSE measures the ability to reconstruct the true active sources while keeping estimates of the true inactive sources small. SOFOMORE’s ability to suppress the noise results in the best MSE. In contrast, DF measures only the relative squared error of the source estimates for the simulated region. Since the amplitudes of the MN estimates are higher than SOFOMORE’s but still smaller than the true, MN perform best in this measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Ratio</th>
<th>MN</th>
<th>ARD</th>
<th>SOFOMORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1/15:1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/80:1</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>119.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/250:1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/15:1</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
<td>98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/80:1</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>98.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/250:1</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/15:1</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/80:1</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>78.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/250:1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/15:1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/80:1</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:1/250:1</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Source estimates when forward model with ‘erroneous’ conductivity values (ratios 1:1/15:1) are used. Left: Activity at t=50ms. Right: Time series as indicated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Similar to Fig. 3 however with ‘correct’ conductivity values (ratios 1:1/80:1).

involving real faces as stimuli. The estimated source densities at t=170ms for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE are illustrated in Fig. 5. Quite different results are obtained, with the three source localization methods. The MN leads to activity in a larger area compared to the ARD and SOFOMORE, with most of its activity located in the right occipital region, the right frontal region and right fusiform gyrus. The ARD results in scattered activity with two prominent voxel in the left and right temporal lobe, respectively, and less prominent voxels in the visual cortex. In contrast, forward modeling in SOFOMORE leads to improved localization of activity in the visual cortex compared to the ARD with a fixed forward model. The source estimate in SOFOMORE is quite similar to the MN solution, however with a dominant region in the left visual cortex and basically no frontal activity. The SOFOMORE also leads to weak activity in both the left and right fusiform gyrus, which is known to be connected with face processing. This is well-aligned with results reported in [10].

4. CONCLUSION

We presented the first results of a hierarchical Bayesian framework for simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction, with no explicit physical assumptions about the
source and forward model error. Both simulations and results from real EEG data illustrated an improvement of a similar model where the forward model is assumed fixed. Moreover, a comparison with the minimum norm method was also used to illustrate the applicability of the extended hierarchical model. Simulation results showed that the SOFOMORE model was able to reduce large distance errors. A serious concern of extending source localization methods to include forward model reconstruction is overfitting. However, the choice of an ARD prior on the forward fields allows corrections to mainly be performed where it is required to fit the signal while keeping the model simple.
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Abstract We present an approach to handle forward model uncertainty for EEG source reconstruction. A stochastic forward model representation is motivated by the many random contributions to the path from sources to measurements including the tissue conductivity distribution, the geometry of the cortical surface, and electrode positions. We first present a hierarchical Bayesian framework for EEG source localization that jointly performs source and forward model reconstruction (SOFOMORE). Secondly, we evaluate the SOFOMORE approach by comparison with source reconstruction methods that use fixed forward models. Analysis of simulated and real EEG data provide evidence that reconstruction of the forward model leads to improved source estimates.
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1 Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the electrical fields that arise from neural activity in the brain by an array of sensors placed on the scalp. We are interested in the reconstruction of the EEG source generators, which is known as an severe ill-posed inverse problem with a mapping from source space to sensor space that is many to one. Despite the ill-posed nature of EEG source reconstruction it represents a key problem of high current interest for the functional imaging community due to the EEG signal’s high temporal resolution and relatively direct coupling to the neural signal, compared to, e.g., functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET). Under the quasi-static approximation to Maxwell’s equations the relation between the measured EEG signal and the brain’s current sources can be expressed as a linear instantaneous form in the sources. In particular, if the measured EEG signal is denoted \( \mathbf{M} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_t} \) and the current sources \( \mathbf{S} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_d \times N_t} \), and with \( N_c, N_d, \) and \( N_t \) being the number of channels, dipoles, and time samples, respectively, the forward relation can be written [3].

\[
\mathbf{M} = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{S} + \mathbf{E}. \quad (1)
\]

where we further have assumed the noise \( \mathbf{E} \) additive. The interrelationship between the sensors and the current sources is given by the lead field matrix/forward model \( \mathbf{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_d} \) with the rows referred to as the lead fields for the sensors and the columns as the forward fields for the sources. In this contribution we will, for simplicity, assume local dipoles to be perpendicular to cortex. However, a more flexible orientation can easily
be incorporated by inclusion of three columns in $\mathbf{A}$ per dipole corresponding to the three directional components. Different levels of complexity of the head model exist, where the spherical head model, the boundary element method (BEM), and finite element methods (FEM) are examples of models of increasing complexity [15, 26].

To regularize the inverse EEG problem additional information based in anatomy and physiology and formulated as statistical priors or mathematical constraints are needed [2, 18, 20, 24]. This has led to the development of a large number of inverse methods in the literature. One approach restricts the estimated current sources to a limited number of current dipoles. This can lead to an over-determined inverse problem where the limited set of dipoles are fitted to the data by minimizing a measure of reconstruction error such that the location, orientation, and amplitude of the dipoles can be obtained [16, 21]. A different class of inverse methods is the so-called distributed models also known as source imaging techniques, where the spatial distribution of the current sources is recovered. The well-known minimum norm (MN) estimate [11] reconstructs a source distribution that minimizes the $L_2$-norm of the measurements and the explained EEG by a given source configuration.

Relevant 'A priori' information on the sources $\mathbf{S}$ can conveniently be injected within a Bayesian framework through a prior distribution $p(\mathbf{S})$. In fact, it can be argued that it is the very choice of source prior that differentiates current source localization methods. Given the observed data we can now use the marginal posterior distribution as representation of the unknown sources,

$$p(\mathbf{S}|\mathbf{M}) = \frac{p(\mathbf{M}, \mathbf{S})}{p(\mathbf{M})} = \frac{\int p(\mathbf{M}|\theta) p(\theta) d\theta}{p(\mathbf{M})}$$

(2)

where $\theta$ is a set of parameters for the model including $\mathbf{S}$. We use the notation $\theta_{\not\mathbf{S}}$ for the parameter set $\theta$ excluding the sources $\mathbf{S}$.

To obtain the posterior distribution for $\mathbf{S}$ we marginalize all other parameters than $\mathbf{S}$. The distribution $p(\mathbf{M})$ is the marginal likelihood also referred to as the model evidence and is given by $p(\mathbf{M}) = \int p(\mathbf{M}|\theta) p(\theta) d\theta$. The model evidence is important for model comparison. As parameters are integrated out in the model evidence, the Bayesian framework naturally favors simpler models over more complex models which $\text{A priori}$ are able to model a larger range of data sets. Unfortunately, the marginal likelihood is intractable for most prior distributions, and thereby the posterior $p(\mathbf{S}|\mathbf{M})$ cannot be computed either. Thus, approximate methods, e.g., the Laplace approximation [7], variational Bayes (VB) [4, 5, 20], and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling [19] have been used.

In contrast to existing source localization methods we will avoid to make the assumption that the forward model is known and fixed. This is motivated by the many noise processes that contribute to the forward model, including the geometrical representation of the cortical surface, the conductivity distribution, and electrode positions. When 'realistic head models' are constructed from tissue segmentation based on e.g., structural MRI, the geometry of the head model is affected by the resolution and tissue segmentation errors. These errors can be presented as small magnitude perturbations of the head model shape [25].

The issue of modeling the forward process was recently pursued in [13, 19] from quite a different viewpoint than ours. In [13] the basic structure of the forward model is assumed known, while the skull-brain conductivity ratio is an unknown parameter which is estimated simultaneously with a few sources in a dipole fit setting. Similarly, [19] has proposed a probabilistic approach for distributed models to account for uncertainties in the skull conductivity. Here, we apply a more unconstrained approach by modeling the whole forward model as uncertain using a prior distribution for the forward model. We propose a first attempt for distributed models to perform simultaneous source and forward model reconstruction, in short the SOFOMORE model [22, 23]. As an alternative to the SOFOMORE model the total least squares (TLS) [9] can be mentioned, which is an extension of the ordinary least squares problem such that it also can deal with errors in $\mathbf{A}$.

An illustration of the concept of applying a stochastic forward model in SOFOMORE is given in Fig. 1, in
which the conventional forward model $A^0$ is represented as 'the prior mean'. Due to the uncertainties mentioned above, we expect a difference between the true underlying model of the forward fields, $A^*$ and $A^0$. The main novelty of our SOFOMORE approach is thus the posterior distribution of the forward model $A$ representing our uncertainty of the deviations of the prior mean $A^0$.

In this paper we focus on the conceptual development and the statistical aspects of the SOFOMORE model. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of the stochastic forward propagation model and compare it to the MN method at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). The proposed model may be considered as a first step for modeling uncertainty in $\alpha$ by assuming the errors to be Gaussian distributed. The next step may be a more realistic model of uncertainty arising from sensor placement and head shape. In such a model we would let the uncertainty in an element of $A$ depend non-linearly upon the distance from the sensor to the source [15]. Part of this work has appeared in [22].

2 Methods

Given the linear relation in Eq. 1 and assuming the noise to be time independent Gaussian distributed, the observation model can be written as $\mathbf{r}(\mathbf{m}, \mathbf{s}, \Sigma_e) = \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{m}, \Sigma_e)$ where $\Sigma_e$ is the noise spatial covariance matrix. Temporal correlations could be incorporated as outlined in [7]. In the remainder of this paper we also assume spatial independence $\Sigma_e = \beta^{-1}I_{N_\nu}$.

2.1 The Minimum Norm Estimate

In a minimum norm setting a multivariate Gaussian prior for the sources with zero mean and covariance $\sigma^{-1}I_{N_\nu}$ is assumed. Moreover, it is assumed that the forward propagation model $A = A^0$ is known. With Bayes rule as in Eq. 2 it is seen that the posterior distribution is maximized by

$$\Sigma_M = (\sigma^{-1}A^0A^{0T} + \beta^{-1}I_{N_\nu})^{-1}$$

(3)

$$\Sigma_M = \sigma^{-1}A^{0T}\Sigma_M A^0$$

(4)

It is noted that since the likelihood and prior are both Gaussian distributions, the posterior and marginal likelihood will also be Gaussian distributions. The estimation of the sources, the precision parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are performed using a standard expectation-maximization (EM) scheme [5].

2.2 SOFOMORE: Hierarchical Model

We propose a hierarchical model for the forward fields and EEG sources,

$$m_i \sim \mathcal{N}(m_i \mathbf{A}s, \beta^{-1}I_{N_\nu})$$

$$s_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \mathbf{D}^{-1}) \quad \mathbf{D} = \text{diag}(\alpha)$$

$$a_i \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \mathbf{A}^0\gamma^{-1}I_{N_\nu})$$

$$\alpha_i \sim \mathcal{G}(\alpha_i | |v_i|, \zeta_i)$$

$$\gamma_i \sim \mathcal{G}(\gamma_i | |v_i|, \zeta_i)$$

$$\beta \sim \mathcal{G}(\beta | |v|, \zeta)$$

(5)

For the current sources we assign a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian prior distribution with a diagonal precision matrix $\mathbf{D}$, where the diagonal elements are $\alpha = \{\alpha_i\}_{i=1}^{N_\nu}$, thus, the model allows dipoles to have different variance. The current variances are assumed not to change over the time period $t = 1 : N_t$ and are modeled by an automatic relevance determination-type prior (ARD) quite similar to [20], i.e., using a conjugate prior for the precision parameters $\alpha$. The conjugate prior for the precision parameter is the Gamma distribution denoted $\mathcal{G}(\cdot)$ with shape parameter $\nu_0$ and rate parameter $\zeta_0$ such that the mean is given by $\nu_0/\zeta_0$ and the variance $\nu_0/\zeta_0^2$. Assigning an ARD prior to the sources is a key aspect in preventing overfitting, since by optimization of the hyperparameters it is possible to automatic drive a proportion of the sources towards zero, see e.g., [5] for a detailed explanation of the ARD property.

As we regard the forward model as a stochastic process, the conventional forward propagation model $A^0$ is used as a mean value in a multivariate Gaussian prior. Each of the forward fields are modeled as independent, such that the prior distribution of a single forward field is given by prior mean $a_i^0$ (ith column in $A^0$) and precision $\gamma_i$, i.e., we have $\mathbf{y} = \{y_i\}_{i=1}^{N_t}$. Assigning each of the forward fields a separate precision parameter allows us to differentiate the individual amounts of correction to forward fields. The precision parameters for the forward fields are also modeled by conjugate prior distributions, i.e., Gamma distributions with shape and rate parameter, $\nu_i$ and $\zeta_i$, respectively. Likewise, the inverse noise variance is assumed to be Gamma distributed $\mathcal{G}(\beta | |v|, \zeta)$. We note that the MN estimate is a special case of the SOFOMORE solution, where the prior for the forward fields are just delta functions centered at $a_i^0$ and, moreover, the values of precisions for the current sources are all equal.
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Given the hierarchical structure of the SOFOMORE model with the parameters \( \theta = (S, A, a, y, \beta) \) the marginal posterior distribution of the current sources becomes analytically intractable, thus, approximations are needed. Here, we apply a standard VB framework \([1, 5, 8]\), in which a parameterized simpler distribution \( q(\theta) \) approximates the true joint posterior \( p(\theta | M) \). In the VB framework the parameters of the \( q(\theta) \) distribution are determined with a maximization of a lower bound of the marginal likelihood obtained by the Jensen’s inequality.

\[
\mathcal{L} = \ln \int p(M | \theta) \, p(\theta) \, d\theta \\
\geq \int q(\theta) \ln \left( \frac{p(M | \theta)}{q(\theta)} \right) \, d\theta = F_{\text{KL}}(q(\theta)),
\]

where each of the VB updates can be seen with their corresponding approximate posterior distributions in the right. The log evidence of the model is denoted \( F \), which include Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergences of the approximate posterior distributions and their prior distributions. Following notations are used \( \mid \) denoting the expectation, \( F \) the \( \beta \) row in \( A \), and \( G \) a diagonal matrix with \( \lambda \) in the diagonal. Furthermore, \( \psi(\cdot) \) is the digamma function and its derivative is \( \psi'(\cdot) \). Hyper-hyperparameters of the form \( \nu_0 \) and \( \zeta_0 \) are updated using Newton–Raphson. The coloring light blue, red, and yellow correspond to the blue, red, and yellow colorcoding of the left, i.e., the source, forward fields, and channels, respectively. The green colorcoding of the steps with inference of hyper-hyperparameters means that both hyper-hyperparameters associated with sources, forward fields, and channels are updated here.

In order to maximize the lower bound of the log marginal likelihood we further assume factorization in the parameters \( \theta = (S, A, a, y, \beta) \) of the variational posterior \( q(\theta) \), i.e., the full variational posterior distribution \( q(\theta) \) is restricted to

\[
q(\theta) = q(S) q(A) q(a) q(y) q(\beta).
\]

The factorized variational distribution is a crude approximation and it is mainly motivated by computational convenience as it provides for a tractable marginal posterior distribution. In turn each of the variational marginal posterior distributions are maximized by solving \( \delta F_{\text{KL}} / \delta q(Z) = 0 \) to obtain \([1]\).

\[
q(Z) \propto e^{\delta p(\theta | Z, X)},
\]

where \( q(Z) \) denotes one of the variational marginal posterior distributions in Eq. \( \delta \) and the expectation \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) is taken w.r.t. \( q(\theta | x) \) with \( \theta, x \) denoting the set \( \theta \) except \( Z \). Following this scheme we obtain the sequential VB updates as illustrated in Fig. 2, in which each of the variational marginal posterior distributions of the

**Figure 2.** Flow chart of the SOFOMORE model in a VB formulation. A fully factorized model in \( \theta = (S, A, a, y, \beta) \) is applied, where each of the VB updates can be seen with their corresponding approximate posterior distribution to the right. The log evidence of the model is denoted \( F \), which include Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergences of the approximate posterior distributions and their prior distributions. Following notations are used \( \mid \) denoting the expectation, \( F \) the \( \beta \) row in \( A \), and \( G \) a diagonal matrix with \( \lambda \) in the diagonal. Furthermore, \( \psi(\cdot) \) is the digamma function and its derivative is \( \psi'(\cdot) \). Hyper-hyperparameters of the form \( \nu_0 \) and \( \zeta_0 \) are updated using Newton–Raphson. The coloring light blue, red, and yellow correspond to the blue, red, and yellow colorcoding of the left, i.e., the source, forward fields, and channels, respectively. The green colorcoding of the steps with inference of hyper-hyperparameters means that both hyper-hyperparameters associated with sources, forward fields, and channels are updated here.
parameters are given. A more detailed derivation of the VB updates for the SOFOMORE model is provided in Appendix A.

3 Experiments

We demonstrate the viability of the SOFOMORE model source reconstruction for both simulated and real EEG data. We present the recovered source density estimates both with and without estimated forward fields at different noise levels. Besides the MN method with a fixed forward model, we also compare the SOFOMORE model to a model with a similar hierarchical structure as the SOFOMORE, however, with a fixed forward field, i.e., no A- or γ-steps are performed. We denote this model as the ARD model, due to its ARD prior on the sources. For clarity of the results, the methods work directly on the measurements M, i.e., no pre-processing is performed. As validation metrics we use the mean square error (MSE), variance explained (VE), degree of focalization (DF), and area under the receiver operating curves (AUC). Definition of the validation metrics is given in Table 1 in Section 3.1.

3.1 Simulations

In our simulations a small cortical area in the left occipital lobe is simulated as active. The source signal consists of a half sine of duration 50 ms starting at t = 25 ms quite similar to [6, 10, 14]. The simulated sources at t = 50 ms are shown in the SPM glass-brain representation in Fig. 3. Due to the mapping from cortex to the glassbrain representation, minor activity seems to appear at the inner part of left hemisphere. Moreover, Fig. 3 shows the time series of the simulated sources. The first 256 rows in the image are the 256 most active sources and the last 256 rows below the black horizontal line in the image are 256 randomly drawn sources with the 256 most active sources excluded. This will give an idea of the amount of noise present in the estimated solution.

Table 1 Validation metrics with MSE measuring the ability to reconstruct the amplitudes of the true sources. VE the amount of variance explained in the observed data M, i.e., signal and noise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>( \sum_{i=1}^{N} {k_i - \hat{k}<em>i}^2 / \sum</em>{i=1}^{N} {w_i}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>( 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{var}\left(M_i - \hat{M}<em>i\right) / \sum</em>{i=1}^{N} \text{var}\left(M_i\right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF</td>
<td>( \sum_{i=1}^{N} {k_i - \hat{k}<em>i}^2 / \sum</em>{i=1}^{N} {S_i}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Corresponding to ( p(\hat{r}) &gt; \hat{E}(\hat{i}) ), with ( \hat{r} ) denoting the index of an active source and ( \hat{i} ) an inactive source and ( \hat{E}(\hat{i}) =</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to MSE, DF measures only the relative squared error of the source estimates for the simulated region. AUC measures the area under the ROC curve.

256 most active dipoles

![Figure 3](image-url)  
*Figure 3* Top Simulated sources at \( t = 50 \text{ ms} \). Bottom Time series of the 256 largest sources above the horizontal black line at source number 256. Below this line 256 randomly selected sources of the left overs are seen which indicate the noise level. Given the simulated sources the amount of variance that should be explained in the observations, M, is VE = 88.18%.

---

1 The forward model was estimated by the SPM5 academic software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), based on routines from BrainStorm (http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/).
SNR defined as the ratio between the power of the clean EEG and the noise. The noise is adopted from an evoked EEG study described in Section 3.2, where the pre-stimulus period has been used as noise. For source estimation three different three-spheres head models with a lower spatial resolution than the ‘true’ forward model are used, and two of these are added with conductivity errors. We will denote these forward models as $A_1$, $A_2$, and $A_3$, with conductivity values (brain:skull:scalp) specified as

- $A_1$: 0.33:0.0223:0.33 S/m (ratio 1:1/15:1)
- $A_2$: 0.33:0.0041:0.33 S/m (ratio 1:1/80:1)
- $A_3$: 0.33:0.0013:0.33 S/m (ratio 1:1/250:1)

In Fig. 4 both the location and the time series of the estimated source densities for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE are shown. The estimated sources illustrated on the SPM glass-brain correspond to the time point $t = 50$ ms. In this figure forward model $A_1$ with ‘erroneous’ conductivity value for the skull ($0.0223$ S/m) has been used.

The MN estimate leads to a quite good localization of the main activity in the occipital lobe, however, in addition we find spurious activity in the right pre-motor area. In the image with the time series included, it is seen that the MN solution also reconstructs noticeable activity outside the activation time period (25–75 ms). Compared to the MN solution, the source reconstruction using the ARD model is very sparse with a dominant source located correctly in left occipital region. However, the ARD model also finds activity in the pre-motor area. It is noted that the amplitude of the active sources are much higher than the simulated ones, since only a few account for most of the energy in the EEG signal. In contrast, the SOFOMORE model only reconstructs the activity in the left occipital and minimal activity outside the activation time period. Thus, the results provide evidence that reconstruction of the forward fields leads to improved source estimation relative to the conventional fixed forward model, as hypothesized. In Fig. 5 similar source estimates with a ‘correct’ choice of conductivities are shown. A better estimate located correctly. Similarly, the ARD recover misleading activity in the pre-motor area and, moreover, the temporal lobe. In contrast the reconstructed activity by the SOFOMORE is located correctly in the left occipital lobe while simultaneously suppressing the noise, which can be seen by the glass brain maps and the time series map. Indeed the ARD source estimates are improved by applying a stochastic forward model in the SOFOMORE.
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Figure 5. Source estimates when forward model \( A_2 \) with 'correct' conductivity values (ratios 1:1/80:1) is used and when the SNR = 10. Similar to Fig. 4 the upper row shows the activity at \( t = 50 \) ms and the lower row the time series as indicated in Fig. 3. Again the MN reconstructs activity correctly in the left occipital lobe but now with source amplitudes closer to the simulated ones and a little improvement in the suppression of noise. However, also minor misleading activity is reconstructed in the right pre-motor area. With these conductivity values the ARD also leads to a very sparse solution with two dominance dipoles located correctly. Once more the ARD recovers misleading activity in the pre-motor area and the temporal lobe. The SOFOMORE leads to source amplitudes closer to the simulated ones compared to the ones estimated in Fig. 4.

of the source amplitudes is seen compared to the simulated sources except for the ARD method due to its sparse nature. Indeed, an improvement of the ARD source estimates is also obtained by taking the uncertainty of the forward fields into account here, even with the 'correct' conductivity values given. This is further validated by the accuracy metrics described in Table 1. Figure 6 shows similar results as reported in Figs. 4 and 5, however now using the third forward model \( A_3 \) with conductivity errors included (brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.0013:0.33 S/m). Again the MN and ARD methods lead to minor misleading activity reconstructed in the pre-motor area.

Figure 7 shows the results for all three forward models used for source reconstruction. In Fig. 7a we have the MSE as a function of SNR. This metric measures the ability to reconstruct the true active current sources while keeping estimates of the true inactive sources small. In this figure it is seen that the SOFOMORE model in general for the three forward models performs best in the MSE measure. However, the MN with the 'erroneous' conductivity values is actually also one of the best candidates for this measure. In contrast, DF only measures the relative squared error of the source estimates for the simulated region. Since the amplitudes of the MN estimates are higher than the SOFOMORE’s yet smaller than the true, MN performs best in this measure, see Fig. 7b. The fact that the estimated sources for the MN overall have higher amplitudes is also reflected in the VE metric. Figure 7c reveals that the MN as a consequence describes almost the full simulated EEG, signal as well as noise. However, this type of overfitting is not as pronounced for the SOFOMORE, which is closer to the optimal VE values. The optimal VE value at the different SNR is represented by the solid black line, corresponding to the clean EEG signal. Finally, we have the AUC measure in Fig. 7d, where the MN and SOFOMORE overall perform equally well for high SNR. However, for very small SNRs MN seems to be more robust in the AUC.
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When comparing the validation metrics for the SOFOMORE with the ARD model we see that in all measures the SOFOMORE performs better than the ARD. This is a consequence of the ARDs sparse solutions, in particular for the metrics MSE, DF, VE, and AUC and at high SNRs.

3.1.1 Evaluation of the Change in Forward Model

In order to validate that the SOFOMORE captures the main errors in the forward model we analyze the difference between forward models \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \). Importantly, it should be recalled that \( A_2 \) is not the true forward model, but a low resolution resampling of the true forward model \( A^* \) and with the same conductivity values. However, this will give an indication of which brain areas that differs substantially. Figure 8 illustrates the squared difference between the forward fields in \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) relative to the squared length of the forward fields in \( A_2 \), i.e., we have \( ||a^{(2)}_i - a^{(1)}_i||^2 / ||a^{(2)}_i||^2 \) with \( a^{(1)}_i \) and \( a^{(2)}_i \) corresponding to the \( i \)th forward field in \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \), respectively. A very dominant left frontal region indicate a large mismatch between the two forward models. When inspecting the estimated parameter \( \gamma \) in the SOFOMORE it is indeed the left frontal region that the SOFOMORE model predicts as being the region with the largest uncertainty. This is shown in Fig. 8b, where the inverse precision values are illustrated. In Fig. 8c we analyze the change in the forward model performed in relation to the prior mean in this case \( A_1 \), i.e., we have the squared difference between the estimated forward fields \( A \) and prior mean \( A_1 \) normalized with the squared length of the forward fields in \( A_2 \). Note, that the change in the forward fields is mainly performed in the region where the activity arises from. Furthermore, a minor correction of the frontal forward field that was actually most affected is also performed.
Figure 7 Results of validation metrics for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE at different SNRs and on three forward models with different conductivity ratios. It is seen that the SOFOMORE model in general for the three forward models performs best in the MSE measure. However, the MN with the ‘erroneous’ conductivity ratios 1:1/15:1 (A1) is actually also one of the best candidates for this measure. Recall, that the MSE measures how well the true active sources are reconstructed while keeping estimates of the true inactive sources small. This is indeed the case for the estimated sources by the SOFOMORE for all three forward models. In contrast, DF measures only the relative squared error of the source estimates for the simulated region. Since the amplitudes of the MN estimates are higher than SOFOMORE’s but still smaller than the true, MN performs best in this measure.

3.2 Real EEG Data

In this section real EEG data from a multi-modal study on face perception is used for illustration. In the multi-modal study faces and scrambled faces were presented to the subject for 600 ms every 3,600 ms. A detailed description of the experiment is given in [12] and http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm (where the data is also available for download). In this contribution we reconstruct the average event related potential (ERP) of trials involving real faces as stimuli. The estimated source densities at $t = 170$ ms for MN, ARD, and SOFOMORE are illustrated in Fig. 9. Quite different results are obtained with these three source localization methods. The MN leads to activity in a larger area compared to the ARD and SOFOMORE, with most of its activity located in the right occipital region, the right frontal region and right fusiform gyrus. The ARD results in scattered activity with two prominent voxels in the left and right temporal lobe, respectively, and less prominent voxels in the visual cortex. In contrast, forward modeling in SOFOMORE leads to improved localization of activity in the visual cortex compared to the ARD with a fixed forward model. The source estimate in SOFOMORE is quite similar to the MN solution, however with a dominant region in the left visual cortex and basically no frontal activity. The SOFOMORE also leads to weak activity in both the
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4 Conclusion

We have presented the first results of a hierarchical Bayesian framework for simultaneous detailed source and forward model reconstruction. Both in simulation and in analysis of a visual stimulus EEG data set we found improvements in the source reconstruction relative to a similar model in which the forward model was fixed. The simulation results showed that the SOFOMORE model was able to reduce large distance errors also over the widely used minimum norm model. A serious concern of extending source localization methods to include forward model reconstruction is data over-fitting. However, the choice of a flexible ARD prior on the change in the forward fields reduces over-fit by only allowing for reconstruction in forward fields where it is relevant.

![Figure 8](image)

Comparison of simulated differences between forward models and the estimated differences. All subfigures are normalized with the squared norm of $A_2$ to give a relative change of the forward fields. a) This subfigure illustrates the relative squared difference in forward fields, $\Delta A^* = A^2 - A^1$. b) Inverse values of estimated precision parameters $\gamma$ in the SOFOMORE model with prior mean $A_1$. It is seen that the dominating error in forward fields in a is captured by the precision parameter $\gamma$ in the sense that it specifies that the given forward field is very uncertain (large variance). c) The squared change in the forward fields $\Delta A = A - A_1$. It is seen that the change in the forward fields is primarily performed for the region where the activity is located and, moreover, a minor change of the forward field with the largest error in a.

![Figure 9](image)

Estimated activity at $t = 170$ ms after stimulus. Tissue conductivities brain:skull:scalp = 0.33:0.0041:0.33 S/m are used. Activity in the left and right occipital region is estimated by MN with the primary activity located in the right occipital region. Moreover, right frontal activity is reconstructed. The ARD leads to quite scattered activity with two dominating dipoles located in the left and right temporal lobe. SOFOMORE reconstructs activity both in the left and right visual cortex with dominating activity in the left region.

(left and right fusiform gyrus, which is known to be connected with face processing. These activated regions are well-aligned with the results reported in [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>256 most active dipoles</th>
<th>256 most active dipoles</th>
<th>256 most active dipoles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) MN</td>
<td>(b) ARD</td>
<td>(c) SOFOMORE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VF: 98.11% | VF: 99.12% | VF: 99.34%

![Figure 9](image)
A.3 The \( q(\alpha) \) Distribution

The variational posterior distribution for the hyperparameters of the sources is achieved by evaluating the Eq. 13 with \( Z = \alpha \) This leads to

\[
q(\alpha) \propto \prod_{i=1}^{N} \left \{ \frac{1}{\alpha} \cdot \frac{1}{\nu_T} \left [ \gamma \left ( \nu_T \right ) \right ]^{\nu_T} \left ( \frac{1}{\alpha} \right )^{\nu_T} \right \} \cdot \left \{ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left [ (\nu_i - 1) e^{-\frac{x_i}{\alpha}} \right ] \right \},
\]

where

\[
\nu_T = \nu + \frac{N}{2}, \quad \nu_i = \nu_i + \frac{N}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - A s) ^2 \]

from which we can infer that \( q(\alpha) \) is a product of a set of \( N \) independent Gamma distributions and expressed as

\[
q(\alpha) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} q(\alpha_i) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \gamma (\nu_i, \nu_i + \frac{N}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - A s)^2).
\]

Here the shape and rate parameters are given by

\[
\nu_i = \nu + \frac{N}{2}, \quad \nu_i = \nu_i + \frac{N}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - A s)^2.
\]

respectively.

A.4 The \( q(\beta) \) Distribution

In order to find the estimate of the variational distribution \( q(\beta) \), we once more make use of Eq. 13 and now neglect all terms with functional independence on \( \beta \),

\[
q(\beta) \propto e^{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln \left \{ \frac{1}{\beta} \right \} (\nu_i - 1) e^{-\frac{x_i}{\beta}}}
\]

\[
= e^{\left \{ \nu - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln \beta \right \} e^{-\frac{x}{\beta}}}
\]

Based on Eq. 23, we see that the form of the distribution is a Gamma distribution

\[
q(\beta) = \gamma (\nu_T, \nu_T).
\]

with shape and rate parameters

\[
\nu_T = \nu_T + \frac{N \nu}{2} - \nu_T = \frac{N \nu}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - A s)^2
\]

A.5 The \( q(\nu) \) Distribution

The variational distribution \( q(\nu) \) is similarly obtained by neglecting all terms with no functional dependence on \( \nu \), which leads to

\[
q(\nu) \propto e^{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln \left \{ \frac{1}{\nu} \right \} (\nu_i - 1) e^{-\frac{x_i}{\nu}}}
\]

\[
= e^{\left \{ \nu - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \ln \nu_i \right \} e^{-\frac{x}{\nu}}}
\]

From Eq. 26, we can infer that the \( q(\nu) \) distribution is given by the product of a set of Gamma distributions

\[
q(\nu) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} q(\nu_i) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} \gamma (\nu_i, \nu_i + \frac{N}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (m_i - A s)^2)
\]

A.6 Hyper-Hyperparameter Optimization

Since the model also includes a number of hyper-hyperparameters \( \{\nu_v, \chi_v \} \) and \( \{\nu_v, \chi_v \} \), these can also be optimized in order to increase the lower bound, and thereby make the lower bound as tight as possible to the log marginal likelihood. The hyper-hyperparameters can be regarded as parameter distributions with form of a Dirac delta function, which exactly will lead to point estimates of the hyper-hyperparameters [4]. In order to estimate the hyper-hyperparameters we evaluate the expected complete log likelihood w.r.t. the variational posterior distribution \( q(\theta) \), and take the derivative w.r.t. the shape and rate parameter denoted \( \nu_i \) and \( \chi_i \), respectively, for the parameter \( x \). Thus, we have

\[
\frac{\delta F_{\text{ML}}}{\delta \nu_i} = 0 \Rightarrow \psi (\nu_i) = \ln \chi_i - (\ln x)
\]

\[
\frac{\delta F_{\text{ML}}}{\delta \chi_i} = 0 \Rightarrow \psi (\nu_i) = u_v / (x)
\]

where \( \psi (\nu_i) = \delta \ln \Gamma (\nu_i) / \delta \nu_i \) is the digamma function and \( (\ln x) = \psi (\nu_i) - \ln \chi_i \) [5]. Combining Eqs. 29 and 30 results in a nonlinear equation of form

\[
f(\nu_i) = \psi (\nu_i) - \ln v + \ln (x) - (\ln x) = 0
\]
which we can solve using an iterative scheme like e.g., Newton–Raphson [27] and achieve an approximate solution of the real root that fulfills Eq. 31. However, since the Gamma distribution is only defined for positive values of $\nu$, we must ensure that they also remain positive. This can be achieved by formulating a version of Eq. 31 in the exponential domain, by performing the variable substitution, $\nu_s = e^{\nu}$, to obtain

$$f(\nu) = \psi(\nu') - \ln e^\nu + \ln(x) - \ln(x) = 0.$$ 

(32)

By applying Newton–Raphson methods, the update of $\nu$ can be expressed as

$$\nu^{(k+1)} = \nu^{(k)} - \frac{f(\nu^{(k)})}{f'(\nu^{(k)})}$$

(33)

and with the use of $\nu_s = e^{\nu}$ and $\delta f(\nu) / \delta \nu = \nu s \psi'(\nu_s) - 1$ we obtain the following update of the hyperparameter $\nu_s$.

$$\nu_s^{(k+1)} = \nu_s^{(k)} \exp \left\{ \frac{\psi(\nu_s^{(k)}) - \ln \nu_s^{(k)} + \ln(x) - \ln(x)}{\nu_s^{(k)} \psi'(\nu_s^{(k)}) - 1} \right\}$$

(34)

Given an estimate of the $\nu_s$ after performing the Newton–Raphson search, the shape parameter $\zeta$ is obtained by Eq. 30. The number of iterations performed in the Newton–Raphson search depends on the desired exactness. However, there is a trade-off between exactness and convergence time.
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Abstract. The electromagnetic brain activity measured via MEG (or EEG) can be interpreted as arising from a collection of current dipoles or sources located throughout the cortex. Because the number of candidate locations for these sources is much larger than the number of sensors, source reconstruction involves solving an inverse problem that is severely underdetermined. Bayesian graphical models provide a powerful means of incorporating prior assumptions that narrow the solution space and lead to tractable posterior distributions over the unknown sources given the observed data. In particular, this paper develops a hierarchical, spatio-temporal Bayesian model that accommodates the principled computation of sparse spatial and smooth temporal M/EEG source reconstructions consistent with neurophysiological assumptions in a variety of event-related imaging paradigms. The underlying methodology relies on the notion of automatic relevance determination (ARD) to express the unknown sources via a small collection of spatio-temporal basis functions. Experiments with several data sets provide evidence that the proposed model leads to improved source estimates. The underlying methodology is also well-suited for estimation problems that arise from other brain imaging modalities such as functional or diffusion weighted MRI.

Keywords: underdetermined inverse problems, M/EEG source reconstruction, probabilistic graphical models, variational Bayes, ARD.

1 Introduction

For both research and clinical purposes, a variety of imaging modalities have been applied to the human brain, including functional magnetic resonance (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), electro- and magneto-encephalography (EEG, MEG). While the models developed herein can ultimately benefit many imaging techniques, we focus our attention on EEG and MEG, both of which are very promising because of their excellent temporal resolution measuring neural

activity. The relation between the measured M/EEG signal and the brain’s current sources can be expressed as a linear instantaneous form in the sources. The forward relation can be written as [1]

\[ Y = AS + E, \]

where the noise \( E \) is assumed additive and the measured M/EEG signal is denoted \( Y \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_t} \), the current sources \( S \in \mathbb{R}^{N_d \times N_t} \), and with \( N_c, N_d, \) and \( N_t \) being the number of channels, dipoles (or sources), and time samples, respectively. The coupling of sensors and the current sources is expressed through the lead field matrix/forward model \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{N_c \times N_d} \) with the rows referred to as the lead fields for the sensors and the columns as the forward fields for the sources. Multiple methods based on the physical properties of the brain and Maxwell’s equations are available for computing \( A \).

To obtain reasonable spatial resolution, the number of source locations will necessarily be much larger than the number of sensors (\( N_d \gg N_c \)). Consequently, the inverse problem, estimating \( S \) given \( Y \) is severely underdetermined (ill-posed), and all efforts at source reconstruction are heavily dependent on prior assumptions, which may be viewed, either explicitly or implicitly, as placing some prior distribution on \( S \). Additionally, existing inverse algorithms face the challenge of the many sources of noise that interfere with the true signals in the M/EEG data. Electrical, thermal and biological noise as well as background room interference can be present. As a consequence of the many noisy contributions and the highly ill-posed nature of the electromagnetic source imaging (ESI) this leads to high requirements on robust inverse methods. In this paper we pursue a spatio-temporal method.

The use of both spatial and temporal information to constrain the source estimates has been advocated for decades. For example, temporal priors have been proposed that operate by penalizing differences in neighboring time points [1], while other priors incorporate temporal smoothness based on second derivatives [2]. To describe the temporal dynamics of the sources more flexibly, wavelet temporal basis functions have also received much attention in the M/EEG community. In [3] the focus is to represent event related potential (ERPs) with a small set of wavelet bases. Additionally, [4] presents a variational Bayesian approach which tries to represent the M/EEG signal by a small set of coefficients using a wavelet shrinkage procedure.

In [5] an event sparse penalty (ESP) procedure is developed that seeks a solution composed of a small number of space-time events (STEs) chosen out of a large set of candidates (unlike the method from [4]). Each STE is a spatio-temporal signal defined in terms of a group of basis functions. Similarly, we pursue ESI solutions with sparse spatio-temporal representation. However, in contrast to [5], which only computes point estimates by solving a penalized generalized \( \ell_1 \) norm regression problem, in Section 2 we develop a hierarchical Bayesian model, using ideas from probabilistic graphical modeling, which reflects uncertainty by allowing us to compute a tractable posterior distribution on the unknown sources. Later in Section 3 we provide empirical evidence of the efficacy of this approach.
2 Method

We propose a spatio-temporal model, which we will call Aquavit, for solving the ill-posed M/EEG source localization problem. The hierarchical structure of our Aquavit model is related to the models proposed in [4,6] and the Champagne algorithm from [7]. However, in contrast to [7], which makes the unrealistic assumption that a given current source is independent over time, we here restrict the current sources to be correlated by imposing a fixed temporal basis set $\Phi = [\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_{N_k}]^T$ consisting of $N_k$ basis functions of lengths $N_t$. A crucial aspect in general with spatio-temporal models that uses basis functions is the choice of the of the basis functions. There are many approaches that people have taken to form spatial and temporal basis functions, see e.g. [1,2,3,4,5,8,9].

Fixed basis functions include Fourier series, wavelet or discrete prolate spheroidal functions which specify bandwidth and temporal extent of the data. Learned basis functions include PCA, ICA and related approaches which learn basis functions from data. Similarly, we will assume the noise covariance matrix as fixed, since this as well can be learned to effectively suppress noisy factors (e.g., using a variational Bayesian factor model proposed in [10]). Given the linear relationship in (1) we define the current sources $S$ to encompass both temporal evolution and source noise. This is in contrast to the model in [6], which doesn’t include the source noise term.

$$S = W^T\Phi + V$$

with $W = [w_1, \ldots, w_{N_d}]$ being the spatio-temporal maps (also denoted the regression coefficients) that we are interested in finding and $V$ representing the source noise. In fact this latter term is one of the things that differentiate our model from most of the other spatio-temporal models. The combination of both temporal basis functions and the source noise term ensures that we are not only constrained to a subspace specified by the basis functions but also allows flexibility to search for source activity outside the span of the basis. More specifically our hierarchical model spells

$$p(Y|S) = \prod_n N(y_n|A s_n, \Sigma_c)$$

$$p(S|W) = \prod_n N(s_n|W^T \varphi_n, \Gamma^{-1})$$

$$p(W) = \prod_i N(w_i|0, \gamma^{-1}_i D_i^{-1})$$

where $\Gamma = diag(\gamma), D_i = diag(\alpha_i), \Sigma_c$ represents the noise covariance at the sensors, and $\varphi_n$ denotes all basis functions at sample $n$ ($\varphi_n = \Phi \cdot n$). Note that the covariance of the mixing matrix $W$ is parametrized using $\gamma$ and $D_i$. We could have omitted $\gamma$ from $p(W)$ without changing the model. However, the present parametrization simplifies the update rules. The prior distribution $p(W)$ enforces the notion of ARD at the level of both voxels and basis functions.
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such that if any element of \( \alpha_i \) is large, the associated basis function at voxel \( i \) is deemed irrelevant to explaining the data. During the learning process (see below), many such elements are driven to infinity, effectively allowing the sources \( S \) to be represented using only a modest set of basis functions. It is in this capacity that our model differs from [4].

Ideally, we would like to integrate out all unknowns (including hyperparameters) and then compute the posterior over sources \( p(S|Y) \), which contains all possible information about \( S \) conditioned on the observed data \( Y \). However, the exact posterior in our model is computationally intractable. Here we choose to infer the hyperparameters using the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) point estimate. Given this, the joint posterior over the sources and mixing matrix \( p(S,W|Y) \) is Gaussian, and can be computed analytically. Nevertheless, here we apply a variational Bayesian (VB) [11] approximation \( p(S,W|Y) \approx q(S,W) \) to speed up the computation. In VB we maximize a lower bound of the log marginal likelihood

\[
L = \log \int p(Y,S,W) dSdW \geq \int q(S,W) \log \frac{p(Y,S,W)}{q(S,W)} dSdW = \mathcal{F}
\]

where \( q(S,W) \) is the joint variational distribution and \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes the expected value. Other than the factorial assumption \( q(S,W) = q(S)q(W) \), we place no constraints on this distribution. We then iteratively maximize the objective function \( \mathcal{F} \) with respect to \( q(S) \), \( q(W) \), and any hyperparameters (i.e., \( \Gamma, D_i \)) we choose to update. Upon convergence, it can be shown that \( q(S) \) becomes a principled Gaussian approximation to \( p(S|Y) \) with analytically computable moments.

Optimization of variational distributions: In turn each of the marginal posterior distributions can be maximized as follows.

\[
q(S) \propto \exp \left( \langle \log p(Y,S,W) \rangle_q(W) \right) = \prod_n \mathcal{N}(s_n | \mu_n, \Sigma_s) \tag{7}
\]

\[
\mu_n = \Sigma_s T A^T \Sigma_s^{-1} y_n + \Gamma \langle W \rangle^T \varphi_n, \quad \Sigma_s^{-1} = A^T \Sigma_s^{-1} A + \Gamma. \tag{8}
\]

Similarly, we maximize the variational posterior distribution of \( q(W) \) by

\[
q(W) \propto \exp \left( \langle \log p(Y,S,W) \rangle_q(S) \right) = \prod_i \mathcal{N}(w_i | \eta_i, \gamma_i^{-1} \Omega_i) \tag{9}
\]

\[
\eta_i = \Omega_i \Phi \langle S_i^T \rangle, \quad \Omega_i^{-1} = \Phi \Phi^T + D_i. \tag{10}
\]

Optimization of hyperparameters: In order for the variational posterior distributions to be optimal we need to maximize the hyperparameters as well. Following a VB expected maximization framework the hyperparameters is updated by taking the derivative of the expected complete data log likelihood w.r.t. the hyperparameters. However, the convergence can be extremely slow. Following Mackay [12], we derive fixed-point update rules, which in practice lead to
significantly faster convergence. Using the above variational posterior and some algebra, we obtain for the objective function $F$, within a constant

$$2F = N_t \log |\Sigma^{-1}| + N_t \log |\Gamma| + \sum_i \log |D_i| - N_t \log |\Sigma^{-1}| - \sum_i \log |\Omega_i|$$

$$- \sum_n (y_n - A \langle s_n \rangle)^T \Sigma^{-1} \epsilon' (y_n - A \langle s_n \rangle) - \sum_i (\langle w_i \rangle)^T \gamma_i D_i \langle w_i \rangle$$

$$- \sum_n ((\langle s_n \rangle - \langle W \rangle)^T \varphi_n)^T \Gamma (\langle s_n \rangle - \langle W \rangle)^T \varphi_n).$$

(11)

To derive the Mackay update for $\gamma_i$, we take the derivative

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial \gamma_i} = N_t \gamma_i^{-1} - N_t \langle \Sigma \rangle_{ii} - r_i = 0$$

$$r_i = \langle w_i \rangle^T D_i \langle w_i \rangle + \sum_n ((\langle s_n \rangle - \langle W \rangle)^T \varphi_n)^2$$

(12)

and define a matrix $H$ which we will use to express $\Sigma_s$ such that

$$\Sigma_s = \Gamma^{-1} (I - H) \Leftrightarrow H = I - \Gamma \Sigma_s = A^T \Sigma^{-1} A \Sigma_s \Rightarrow \gamma_i = N_t H_{ii}/r_i$$

(13)

in which we have substituted the expression for $\Sigma_s$ in (12). Similarly, the update of the hyperparameter $\alpha_{ki}$ is given by

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial \alpha_{ki}} = \alpha_{ki}^{-1} - (\Omega_i)_{kk} - c_{ki} = 0$$

$$c_{ki} = \gamma_i \langle W \rangle^2_{ki}$$

(14)

where we can express $\Omega_i$ by a matrix $G_i$ and substitute such an expression into (14) in order to obtain the update of $\alpha_{ki}

$$\Omega_i = D_i^{-1} (I - G_i) \Leftrightarrow G_i = I - D_i \Omega_i = \Phi \Phi^T \Omega_i \Rightarrow \alpha_{ki} = (G_i)_{kk}/c_{ki}.$$ (15)

In some situations, it is convenient to utilize a single $\alpha$ value to modulate groups of voxels or basis functions, in which case the associated update from (15) reduces to an average across the group.

### 3 Empirical Evaluation

In order to test the performance of the spatio-temporal Aquavit algorithm we use as benchmark two state-of-the-art methods; the Champagne algorithm [7] and the event sparse penalty (ESP) formulation in [5]. In Champagne a major difference from here is that the source time courses are random variables and need to be inferred from data, whereas here we have basis functions which are known in advance. We will denote the latter method as the ESP model. On the other hand the ESP is dependent on obtaining a set of basis functions that are very descriptive of the data.

**Random lead field matrix:** We first apply the models to a small toy problem where we construct a random generated lead field matrix $(A : 10 \times 25)$ with unit
variance. We generate two active sources with correlated times series, as seen in Fig. 1. Their times series are created by a sparse set of sine functions. More specifically, we have

\[ s_1(t) = 0.3 \sin(4\pi t) + \sin(60\pi t) \] and \[ s_2(t) = \sin(10\pi t) + 0.8 \sin(60\pi t) \]. Since noise is normally present in electromagnetic recordings, we apply a SNR = 1, with SNR defined as the ratio between the power of the clean signal and the noise.

Our set of temporal basis functions are constructed to include \( N_k = 30 \) sinusoids with frequencies between 1 and 30 Hz, denoted \( \Phi^* \), with * indicating that the temporal basis functions include the simulated sources. In contrast we construct a similar temporal basis set \( \Phi \), however, now with two of the sine functions (frequency 2 and 5 Hz) used to represent the simulated sources removed. By comparing the simulated sources in Fig. 1(a) and reconstructed sources in Fig. 1(b) it is seen that the Champagne algorithm performs quite well. Looking more carefully it is seen that the estimated temporal signatures are corrupted by a number of spikes, since this model reconstructs each sample independent of each other. In contrast the ESP model is very dependent on obtaining the correct temporal subspace. Given the temporal basis set \( \Phi^* \) the ESP almost reconstructs the simulated sources perfectly, Fig. 1(c). However, given a more likely situation, where we cannot be sure that the temporal basis set include all the active sources time series, the source estimates obtained by the ESP model deteriorates quite significantly in Fig. 1(d). Since, ESP model is restricted to the pre-defined set of temporal basis functions, the model is not able to represent the simulated sources with time series outside the temporal basis set. Indeed, the interpretation that sources both consists of some temporal patterns and 'source

Fig. 1. Reconstructed source activity with y-axis expressing the index number of the sources and the x-axis representing the time. Mean square error (MSE) on the source estimates: (a) 0, (b) 0.179, (c) 0.011, (d) 0.408, (e) 0.015, and (f) 0.160.
Fig. 2. Brain: The five sources with the largest variances. The sources are color-coded such that their corresponding time courses can be seen below the brain images. MSE/AUC measures: (a) 0/1, (b) 0.862/0.541, and (c) 0.403/1.

noise’ actually leads to a balance between these two quantities. Given the $\Phi^*$ the temporal signature of the reconstructed sources $\Phi^*$ are almost perfectly recovered in Fig. 1(e). Note how the source noise quantity is taken over in Fig. 1(f) and obtains similar patterns as the Champagne algorithm.

**Realistic Head Model:** To illustrate the applicability of the Aquavit algorithm on more realistic problems we apply the model to a cortical resolution of (∼500 vertices) obtained by subsampling a more dense set. However, such low resolution or even lower resolution might actually be the case if applied in a context similar to [5], in which vertices are clustered such that they form a number of patches based on anatomical and functional information. As head model we use a Boundary Element Method (BEM) forward model from SPM8\(^1\). We compare the Aquavit algorithm with the ESP model. Similar to the toy problem we generate two simulated current sources from a mixture of two sines-functions with different frequencies. In the simulations we add random noise such that a SNR = 0.5 is obtained. Figure 2(a) and 2(d) show the locations and times series for the two simulated sources, respectively. In Fig. 2(b) the ESP model localizes the position of source #1 correctly but the temporal signature is not correctly recovered. The Aquavit algorithm on the other hand manages to reconstruct both

\(^1\) SPM8 academic software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/).
position and time series of source #1. For source #2 the time series seem better recovered by the ESP model, however with the position of the reconstructed source being misplaced. This misplacement is also reflected in the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) of 0.541. In contrast Aquavit results in AUC=1, which indicates perfect localization. However, minor deviation in the temporal signature of source #2 exists.

4 Discussion

This paper derives a hierarchical spatio-temporal model that seeks a sparse spatial and smooth temporal representation of the M/EEG using the principle of automatic relevance determination. Simulations demonstrated the potential of this spatio-temporal model with its ability to balance prior temporal information and ‘noise’ at the source level.
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Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) holds great promise for functional brain imaging, due to its high temporal resolution, low cost equipment and the possibility of performing the experiments under much more realistic conditions as compared to functional magnetic resonance imaging and positron emission tomography. Today's EEG brain imaging methods operate with the assumption that the forward model is known when the source estimation is performed. Many sources of uncertainty are involved in the formulation of the forward model like tissue segmentation, tissue conductivities, and electrode locations. In this contribution we investigate how forward model uncertainty influences source localization.

Methods

The analysis were based on 3-spheres models, where a high-resolution reference head model denoted as the 'true forward model' were compared with lower resolution forward models with and without erroneous tissue conductivity values. Conductivities brain:skull:scalp=0.33:0.0041:0.33S/m (ratio 1:1/80:1), were used in the true forward model and 1:1/15:1 in an erroneous model. To reveal the influence of the forward fields on the source estimates, we base our analysis on a simple 'stepwise' selection procedure, where a squared error function is used. For simplicity we assume that the true source configuration consists of a single dipole i and we now evaluate the cost estimate of a single dipole solution located at the site j. This allows us to examine how the dipoles are confused in the different areas of the brain when noise is present.

Results

Due to mismatch between the true and experimental forward model, the reconstruction of the sources is determined by the angles between the i'th forward field associated with the true source and the j'th forward field in the experimental forward model. Figure 1a shows two examples of confusion of the reconstructed sources when the true source is located in left frontal region (Source 1) and left temporal lobe (Source 2). The left side on the vertical lines indicates trusted regions where the cost of selecting one of the sources is smaller than the contribution from noise. As confusion measure we use: The positive prediction value PPV=TP/(TP+FP), where TP is true positives (distance$\leq 20$mm) and FP is false positives (distance$> 20$mm) both with angular factors smaller than the effective noise level. Figure 1b-1c show the PPV's for the whole brain with the true and erroneous conductivities, respectively. White areas indicate that no TP or FP has been detected. Generally, small signals from sulci and from cortical regions at a large distance from the sensors are more likely to be confused since the differences in angular factors can be small compared to the effective noise level. Increasing 'white' areas are found in figure 1c as a result of the poorer signal-to-noise ratio. Confusion is smaller for sources in the parietal region with the erroneous conductivity model, however, the angular factors also increases indicating a poorer representation of the signal.

Conclusion

This analysis demonstrated that caution is needed when evaluating the source estimates in different brain regions. Moreover, we demonstrated the importance of reliable forward models, which may be used as a motivation for including the forward model uncertainty into the source reconstruction methods.
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